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FOREWORD.

Tunjatt’ Ezuttaccan is to the Malayalis in Southern India what °
Das is to the Hindi-speaking people of the North—the

_ Supreme

poet

and

religious

teacher.

Both

were

consummate

masters in. their art, wielding their native Speech with the utmost
skill and refinement, while at the same -time they were able
through their human sympathies and godliness to touch the hearts
and inspire the imaginations of millions of men inaccessible to the
charms of more scholastic and sophisticated art. Both too devoted
their finest works to the glorification of the same deity, Visnu, and
in their representations ennobled the traditional pictures of Him
by stripping away the overgrowth of unworthy ideas that seemed
to obscure and dishonour them. But whereas Tulsi Das for
many years past has been known to English readers through the
masterly
any

works

of Mr. Growse and Sir George Grierson, hardly
has ever heard the name of Ezuttaccan. This is not

of them

wholly unnatural, for in comparison with the many millions of the
Hindi-speaking North the Malayalis are a small people, and none
of them

an adequate

has hitherto been able to present

of

account

Euttaccan’s work and all that it signifies for the moral and spiritual life of his countrymen. Mr. Achyuta Menon’s study however,
will now remove any justification that henceforth might be pleaded
for such ignorance.
2

Mr. Menon in the-¥ollowing pages has endeavoured to show
the full significance of E¥uttaccan as poet and teacher; and, in my
Spinion,

he has

vestigated

the

been

eminently

historical

successful.

He

of

his

background

carefully

has

author’s

in-

career

and the various literary and religious currents which reached
In pursuing these lines of study
him and stimulated his art.
Mr. Menon has shown how EZuttaccan has often boldly recast, and
even rejected, traditional ideas in order to attain a higher moral

‘harmony for his poems; and he has not shrunk from combating
some popular misconceptions which have long been prevalent in
religious and literary circles. His work is thus a product of
scholarly and courageous criticism, and will be indispensable to
those who seek to know what is highest and best in the soul of
:
q
India.
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INTRODUCTION.
The work on ‘ Ezuttacean and His age’ that is now being
presented to the public embodies my original research in
literary and
popular poetry in Malayalam and was accepted as
the thesis
for my
Ph.D.
degree
by the London
University
in 1938.
Tt has since been revised and brought up to
date.
Appen-

dices 5 to 8
Ezuttacean
in

have also
Malayalam

been added.
The
Literature lies in

importance
of
the fact that

in him.the popular and classical traditions of Malabar
have
combined to produce an outstanding literary achievement which
inspired its subsequent development and gave it a definite lead,

The saintly poet has almost become a mythical figure in Malabar

and the task of deciphering the man out of the morass of legendary
lore that surrounds him has not been easy.
The historical background and other influences that shaped his genius and work have
not been investigated nor a proper analysis of his complex personality been attempted before. My endeavour has been to work up this

unexplored field and fill the gap with the materials gathered
through my independent study and original investigation.
The

influence

developments
have

of

social

attempted

in my

survey

thereby throw light on many
yalam Literature.
Some

institutions

and

folklore

on

literary

is very often ignored by scholars in Malayalam.

space

has

been

to trace their inter-relationship

I
and

dark corners in the history of Malagiven

to

the

discussion

of

matters

which are relevant to my study of Ezuttaccan but are not strictlyscientific researches, viz., discussions on the plots of the Ramayana,
with attempts to correct what I believe to beserroneous popular
views in this connection.
I have dealt at some length on these
topics because of the nature of my theme, which is to present a
complete view of Hzuttaccan’s personality, this literary and reli- gious activities and the manifold influences that operated upon.

him. It has therefore, been needful to analyse the various elements of the Rama-saga which came down to him and were worked up by him; and so I have sought to show the discrepancies of
ideas between the primitive sAga, the more sophigticated version

of it presented by Valmiki, and the still more advanced conception
given in the Adhyatma-Ramayana.
In doing this I have come into
conflict with many cherished prejudices and devout beliefs of

~
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orthodoxy.
Moreover, I am aware that my arguments against the
historicity of Valmiki’s picture of the Raksasas’ kingdom may appear
to Western eyes somewhat
elementary;
most Western
scholars probably would be satisfied to take my main views on this matter
for granted, and regard my arguments as superfluous.
But I

have thought it desirable to take account of conservative opiriiensthat are still strong in India,
disproving them.

and

to address myself

to the task of

I have followed the system of transliteration adopted in the list
of quarterly publications issued by the Government of Madras
except in the case of 9 for which I have used the symbol Z to
‘avoid confusion.
In respect of words like Nayar, Brahman, Nadu

and Madham,

(Nair, Brahmin,

Natu,

Matham,)

accepted spellings, I have tried to be uniform

which

have

two

as far as possible.

T have to crave the indulgence of the readers for the large num-

ber of abbreviations used, particularly in Chapter III. A list of
them is appended. They were originally introduced to save space
‘in typing and when composing they were set in linotype straightway.

When

I thought of correcting them it was too late to recom-

pose the whole matter.

்

It now remains for me to acknowledge my indebtedness to
various persons who took an interest in the present work: and
helped

me

in various

ways.

First

and

foremost,

I must

mention

the name of Dr. L. D. Barnett, the eminent Orientalist on the staff

of the School of Oriental Studies, under whom I had the privilege
of working for two years as a candidate for the Ph.D, Degree of
the London University.
His wide knowledge
of the various

aspects

of

Indian

cultural

traditions

has

been

of

invaluable

"assistance and a source of inspiration to me and I take this Opportunity of expressing
my
warmest
gratitude
for the
genuine
interest he evinced in my studies and the appreciative foreword

which he has been kind enough to write for my work.

I am also under obligation to Messrs. C. S. K. Pathi, M.A.
_ (School of Oriental Studies, London), T. N. Menon B.A. (Hons.)

(Office of the High Commissioner for India), R. P. Sethu Pillai, °
V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, and M. D. Raghavan (Govt. Museum,
Egmore), for their valuable suggestions.
The willing co-operation
of Mr. P. Krishnan
Nayar
(Siromani)
the
junior ~ lecturer,

Sry.

M.

N. Sreedevi,

B.A.,

L:T.,

Sry.

M.

ற. Bhadramma,

B.A.,

(Hons.) and Mr. P. V. Krishnan Nayar, B.O.L., research students,
of the department, who carried out my instructions at various

-
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English will have to be derived from German, French

Latin: languages,
and French

from

“Roman

slang

and

pro-

vincial Latin raised on Celtic soil.”®
In Malayalam there are
a good number of Arabic® and Persian words, and in modern
times English

words

are also finding their way

into it.

The existence of foreign words in a language therefore indicates

only

the contact—political,

social,

cultural,

or commercial—

between the different peoples who speak the languages concerned.
Tn the case of Sanskrit the contact continued for centuries and remained a part of the culture of India, as the Aryans, who spoke
that language, made India their own and never returned to their
original home.
Its influence on the languages of India was consequently abiding.
By the time Sanskrit extended its sway to
Southern India, the languages of the South had attained a level
of development which permitted only absorption of the foreign

This fact is evi-

element but not radical alteration in themselves.

dent from the general Sanskritic vocabulary and grammatical
structure of N. Indian languages, in which the Sanskritic contact

occurred much earlier and was more in’ the nature of a transfor-

mation, while the languages of South
the north,
from
isolation
parative

development,
from

Sanskrit

India, owing to their coman independent
enjoyed

retaining their individual characteristics and taking
only

what

they

lacked

or

were

of.

need

in

In

grammatical principles and structure they differed fundamentally

There is no
from Sanskrit, which only enriched their vocabulary.
of culture
language
the
time
long
a
for
was
doubt that Sanskrit

Europe, and
and scholarship in the whole of India, as Latin was in
often
expression
of
media
that scholars who used vernaculars as
expresthe
use
may
I
?_if
Sanskritisms
unconsciously introduced ‘
sion—in

their writings,

which

literary

development.

It

was

later on profoundly

a

case

of

affected

assimilation

and

their

not

In the case of Tamil,
annihilation, as happened in the north.
much earlier
literature,
advanced
an
which had already developed
Malayalam,
and
Kanarese
Telugu,
as
such
languages,
than its sister
offered strong
even assimilation was not an easy process, as it
The other South Indian langu- _
resistance to preserve its integrity.
regulated it in such a ~
assimilation
to
ages which lent themselves
impairing their
without
them
enriched
only
result
the
way that

$
By
6.

Short History of Indian Literature, by Ernest Horrwitz.
Common words like —Karar (agreement) or Takarar

difficulty).

Page 146.
(obstacle or

.
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KariBhasa!® as we often come across references like Pandi-Tamil,
of
language
the
of
ry
vocabula
The
nattu-Tamil in popular usage.
Malabar is referred to as Tigai-c-col!82 by Tamil grammarians like
Tolkappia Muni!9, whose. work is the earliest complete grammar
It is said that Malanattu-tamil
of Tamil that has survived.
l, and is classed as oné vaSen-Tami
from
distinct
as
‘is regarded

riety of Kodun-Tamil dialects. Evidence from Tamil classics has
given room for difference of views about the extent of Tamilakam”®

No scholar has so far made any serious suggesin ancient times.
tion tracing Kanarese or Telugu to Tamil, and it is strange that
an attempt of the kind is made in respect of Malayalam alone,
which stands in the same sort of relationship to Tamil as those
Among western scholars whose
branches of the Dravidian family.
views on the subject deserve every attention the names of Dr.
Gundert?! and Dr. Caldwell must be prominently mentioned.
The
former22, though he has often referred to Malayalam as a sister
language, is inclined to the view that it is one of the Kodun-Tamil
category, while the latter is more emphatic in his assertion that
Malayalam is an offshoot of Tamil
Both scholars have not examined the question in detail, and it is not possible to refer to any
of their specific arguments for scrutiny and answer.
The credit
of having analysed the subject from the point of view of a grammarian and linguist goes to the late lamented Professor A. R. Raja
Rajavarma.
The learned introduction to his monumental work
entitled “Kerala Paniniyam” opens with the statement that the
ancient form of Malayalam was Kodun-damil, which is based on
the

examination

important

of

languages such as Mukku

(@4s")

cognate

Kan

words

(#0)

in

Cevi

both

the

(@o!00)

and

18. The word Bhasa also has a similar story. In Malayalam it is often
used in the sense ‘Malayalam language’ even from the time of the author of
Lilatilakam, who defines Manipravalam as “ Bhasa-Samskrtayogam ”.
18a. Vide Appendix V.
19. The author of the ancient Tamil grammer Tolkappiam.
Page 26,
Kerala

20.

Bhasa

Sahitya

Pages

12-14.

appendix

II for

Caritram.

The

a note

on

Tamils

1800

years

ago

by

V.

Kanakasabhai,

vide

the subject.

21. The author of Malayalam English Dictionary, and Malayalam Grammar and several articles on Malayalam language.
“Tt has been found difficult to draw the line of demarcation between
Malayalam,

22.
23.

and

Tamil

words.

These

two

languages

of

old

differed

rather as dialects of the same member of the Dravidian family than
as separate languages.”
Page 3 of the preface to the Dictionary.
Page 1 of his Malayalam grammar.
Comparative Dravidian Grammar, p. 10,

.
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rules of grammar relating to gender and case.
The same argument applies to other Dravidian languages, and its force as a
special plea in favour of the Tamil origin theory is next to nothing.
In the course of his arguments he is constrained to point out six
distinctive features?! of Malayalam which distinguish it from Tamil as an independent language, and which, he holds, Malayalam
acquired in the course of its evolution after its separation from
Tamil.
This part of his discussion is of immense value, and in
fact constitutes his main contribution to the problem.
So long as
the date of this separation is uncertain, the distinctive features
pointed out by him can be also taken to prove the opposite view
as the author of Lilatilakam pertinently asked six centuries ago.
His argument
about ‘Khildpasamgraham’,
literally
(retention
of old usages)
amounts
to an admission
of the separation
of Malayalam from the original Dravidian family before Sen-Tamil
developed a literature of its own.
In tracing the beginnings of a
language, undue reliance on its literature is often misleading. The
growth of literature is dependent on various factors, historical or
otherwise, the absence of which may render it a mere medium for
the exchange of uncultivated thought, a patois.
Languages like
Pustu of Afghanistan and Tulu?> of S. Kanara have not even developed an alphabet of their own.
But there is no reason to doubt
their antiquity on that ground, which is proved by the facts of
history.
The evidence based on Ramacaritam and the Jewish grants
does not stand scrutiny, as materials?° relating to the same period
or even an earlier date available in north and central Kérala show
a different tendency.
The personal endings of verbs which form
a prominent feature of Tamil?’ are absent in them.
Travancore

24,

Vide

Appendix

III.

25.

The language of the Bantas and Embrans of S. Kanara.
Though it
has no alphabet, it seems to have developed a kind of literature.
It has
strong affinities with Kanarese, Malayalam and Tamil, and the alphabet of
either of the former two is used by writers.
26. *Vettattu Swarupam Ariyéndatendennal :—Nammute Swarupattilekku
Varendumtuka

Iccaran

Vakkal

Kanni

Nayaril

atakkéndiyirikkunnu.

Kerala Bhasa Sahitya Caritram by R. Narayana Panikkar, Vol. I,
page

10.

% OAISOHOAU!1Gelo
mMoolewenzamaandoe:—MoeaNes
,av-Galomlesiaa
AIGOEM_e OH Wvg\oad Aida ani) emowd]es Goseg,one]w]o)aamo.
27.

For

example:—

.

Tamil

=Avan

Vandan @@)&—mnaind

Malayalam

=Avan

Vannu

aiamoad

228/@980—@eaind

aime
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its early stages is characterised by simplicity of construction and
usage, and that in the coursé of its growth introduces numerous
restrictions to preserve its purity and dignity from vulgar influences.
If this view is to be accepted, it has to be assumed that personal endings of verbs are a subsequent innovation and their
absence denotes an earlier stage.
If on the other hand, it is held
that personal endings of verbs are an unsafe guide to the development of a language and that they form only one of its peculiarities,
_the argument does not lead us to any positive conclusion.2?
On
philological grounds, therefore, it is not easy to maintain, as often
assumed by some, that Malayalam as a language came much later
in point of time than Tamil inasmuch as the evidence available
points to a parallel development of both.
The prevalence of the matriarchal system*? of inheritance
among the Nayars and Tiyyas of Malabar is another factor to be |
reckoned with before we arrive at a definite conclusion on the
Sociologists? do not agree as to the priority of matriarchy
issue.
Some even regard both as independent developto patriarchy.
ments arising out of the peculiar conditions under which they
grew, but the majority seems to favour the view that matriarchy
was an earlier phase in the evolution of society when it was in an
unsettled state, and that Patriarchy synchronised with the dawn
of the sense of stability and permanent relationship among the
that
members of the primitive clan. In either case, the conclusion
it
and
support
its
in
evidence
sufficient
lacks
other
one followed the
seems reasonable to recognise the fundamental difference between
Even supposing that a transition
the cultural background of both.
in S. India, it must have been
place
took
other
the
from one to
It may look strange that
at a time unknown to recorded history.
of mountains differed
range
a
by
people who were separated only
and social usages. —
culture
general
in
themselves
so widely between
of their mutual
way
Possibly this natural barrier once stood in the
mould seeking
heroic
of
men
when
contact except on occasions
not
neighbours,
their
meet
to
mountains
the
crossed
adventure

necessarily

on friendly terms.

Even if there had been constant

contact, it is doubtful whether one system would have undergone
Centuries of Perumal
material changes or merged into the other.

rule governed by the patriarchal system of inheritance were follow32.

Dr. L. D. Barnett, the well known

33.

Vide Appendix IV.

34,

(a)

Primitive

(b) See
E.—2

Society,

also At Home

by

Hartland,

orientalist is of this view.
Ch.

7.

with the Savage, by P. H.. Driberg,

p. 76.
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and composition of that kind, and continue to be the chief medium
' for the expression of popular emotions and ideas till comparatively
modern times. The Tamilian influence lingered even after the end
of the Perumal period, which according to a majority of writers
synchronised with the commencement of the Kollam era (825 A.D.).
The exit of the Perumals from the political stage was the signal for
the leading communities—Nayars and Nambidiris, to step into their
place and they through a common understanding wielded the secular and religious authority between themselves.
Political power
naturally went to the fighting Nayars, while the Nambidiris became custodians of religion. It was a time when religion had a firm
hold on people and political authority often yielded to the dictation of religion. The Nambidiris, owing to their peculiar position
of alliance with the royal families and Nayar aristocrats, exercised
enormous influence on the politics of the day and took advantage
of the situation to consolidate their position. They patronised Sanskrit and a systematic cultivation of that language* and literature’
became the fashion of the day among the upper classes. The tendency to introduce Sanskrit words into popular language and literature made its appearance for the first time during this period. The
Vidisakan in ‘Kiitiyattam,44 who contributed the element of
humour, had to cater to an audience consisting mostly of Nambudiris and Nayar aristocrats. To win their applause he had to exhibit
his cleverness in the Sanskrit language.
As all of them would not
be equally conversant in that language, he was obliged
to use a
mixture of both Sanskrit and Malayalam.
As he was keen more on
humour than linguistic propriety, his mixture often
verged on the

ridiculous.

When this device became a regular feature, such com-

positions grew in volume, making exception the rule.
The result
was the growth of a new style of composition called
‘Manipravalam’
in which Sanskritisms dominated.
It appealed to a class of writers
who produced a good number of manipravala campus
during the
period. The merciless distortion of the language of the
people under
this process became so severe in certain cases
that satirists like

43.

There

is

even

now

a

custom

among

the

Nambudiri

Brahmans

that

their boys should speak Sanskrit during their Upanaya
nam period—the period
when they receive instruction in the Védas, which
extends up to the 16th
* year and are invested with the sacred thread.
This became a mere formality
in course of tine, and a knowledge of half a dozen
words relating to certain essential things often answered the purpose.
44. A kind of histrionic art which is exclusively practised
by the Cakkiyar
community in Kérala.
They staged only Sanskrit dramas, introducing
many novel features in it. Ordinarily a performance
lasts for eight days.

©

TN
to Basa
, 7SEPI97a
vivid description and effective narration couh
dious language have a special appeal. The ste
with Daruka, well-known in Kérala folklore

the most melo-

a majesty all its own.
One has to hear it sung if its“pe
appreciated.
When the scene changes from one of serenity to that
of challenge and combat, the language and tune also vary to suit
the occasion, which culminates in the riotous dance of the worshippers and the inspired utterance of the oracle, which gives the
finishing touch to the performance.
Though the popular name of

the piece is Darukavadham, the author has called it Kalinatakam.®®
It is really a drama of dance and song preceded by ceremonial worship and its effect on the audience is tremendous.
Straight narra- |
tion in select words familiar to the average man, recited with-an
artistic eye to their effect and variety so as to suit the context, gives
the song a tone and dignity at once admirable and unique.
It is a
pity that the people at large have lost touch with’ its poetic beauty,
owing to the monopolistic tendency of a class of Kali worshippers
who- buried its sacredness in superstition and concealed it from
public gaze.

The Dravidian Period.
The early period of Malayalam literature which we have hitherto surveyed may be said to have come to an end with the disappearance of the Perumials, i.e., 825 A.D. although such arbitrary
divisions in literary histories are often misleading.
Literary influences take time to establish themselves and they disappear also
gradually at the same time leaving some permanent traces of their
The period that followed may be termed, from the nature.
contact.
of its general tendencies, ‘Dravidian, as the language used in it
Though the
was still relatively free from excessive Sanskritism.
force,
living
any
had
longer
no
Perumals
the
of
political influence
the cultural traditions: left by them had already borne fruit and
We have so far
begun to affect the literary outlook of the people.
not found any poetical work of outstanding merit belonging to this
period, which seems to have inclined more towards scholarship and
Such a tendency often favours
erudition than creative endeavour.
the development of prose, which is essentially the medium of intellectual effort, while poetry is the language of imagination and
intuition, which stimulate all original works of art. i Malayalam

55.

Literally ‘the drama of Kali.’

ட்ப
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but he is believed to be a Raja.®!@ The poem opens with a description
of the dawn at Trivandrum, where the hero was dropped by a
Yaksi,°2 who had carried him away while asleep from the bedroom
of his beloved.
By chance he sees there Adityavarman, King of
Tripapur, who is requested to deliver his message to his love, from
‘whom he was mercilessly separated by the mischievous nymph.
The route he is to take is described in detail. The descriptions
of places possess considerable historical value, as they abound in
referenees to contemporary royal personages, throwing light on
the histories of their dynasties.
The mention of Virakéralavarma,

the Raja of Kollam,
beyond

the

Ghats

who
to

seems

Madura

to have extended
and

Tinnevelly,

his conquests
is

particularly

important.

Lyrical fervour, enlivened by personal touches, constitutes
the main charm of this piece of literature, in which love in its
subjective

aspect® is the dominant

sentiment.

There

is also con-

siderable scope for the poet to exhibit his descriptive power.
a SandégSam Unnunili SandéSam can hold its own against

As
any

other masterpiece

and

of its kind

in Sanskrit

or other languages,

is decidedly one of the classics of Malayalam literature.
The “Campus” and the “ Prabandhams.”
Campu, as already noted, is a composition in mixed prose and

verse.
Its poetry follows the
‘prose is not ordinary prose.

rules of Sanskrit prosody, but its
It has rhythmic flow, harmonious ©

sound combinations, alliteration, and in certain places rhymes, too.

The Ottan Tullal type of composition, which Kuncan Nambiyar
popularised by his humorous works centuries later, has much in
common, with the prose in campus.
Manipravalam writers appear
to have started this style of campu prose in imitation of the prose

of Sanskrit campus, but their sense of music born of their familiarity with
an element
to poetry
narration.

their own indigenous songs, induced them to introduce
of rhythm into it and give it a character more suited
than for prose.
It runs on lines eminently fitted for
The percentage of Malayalam words which suited their

Gla. Scholars have raised a controversy on this, but the point is still unsettled.
The status of the messenger suggests that another Raja is the

hero.

There is also room for a fresh theory that both the author and the

hero are the samt and the events described are purely imaginary although
:
the characters are real.
62. A celestial being that interferes in the love affairs of men.
63. Called Srngara, in the technical language of Sanskrit rhetoricians.
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style better than foreign words was naturally higher in prose than
in the poetical parts.
In descriptions the lines run on without

stop as ideas are added like links to a chain.

The monotony

of

the long-drawn stanzas written in Sanskrit metres is often relieved
by the vigour and continuity of these lines, which carry the reader

on the wings

of their music

and

impress him

with

the virtues

of variety.
Episodes from the Ramayana and Mahabharata, the
inexhaustible store-house of oriental poetry and romance, usually
form the themes of these compositions.“* As these themes give no
scope for originality in the plot or sequence of events in the story,
the poets resort to various devices, viz. introduction of extraneous

matter and attention to details. Reference to contemporary social
usages or personalities is one of their favourite devices. This is
often accompanied by satirical comments®. implied rather than
explicit.
The figure of speech of Slésa is the medium that is usually used for these comments, and generally Campu writers are

very skilful in it. It demands extraordinary
marvellous command of language.

poetic

and

talent

This species of literature was very much in demand among
In fact it was the ‘Kuttu’ that
the Cakkyars for their ‘Kuttu’.®®

created a demand for this special variety of composition. The Kuttu

was an essential item during festivals in temples of Visnu and Siva,
as was the Pavakiittu in Kali temples. The Harikatha Kalaksepam

is its counterpart in the Tamil districts, but there is one notable

difference between the two.

Kalaksépams are devotional in their

form and technique, and have music as an integral part, but in
Cakkyar Kittu music has no place, and humour is its dominant
note. Devotion is left to the option of the performer, and is never a

compulsory item.

The privileges which the CakkyAar enjoyed

at

are
and Narayaniyam
Tenkailasanathodayam
64. Cellar Mahatmyam,
of
temples
the
about
legends
the
with
deal
These
rule.
this
to
exceptions
Cellar, Trichtir and Tripunitfura.
65. Nambiyar cultivated it as an art.
66. This is one of the most interesting and cultural institutions in
It consists of humorous narration of Puranie stories by Cakkyars
Kérala.
(professional actors and reciters) for the edification of the worshippers during
The Cakkyars’ humour and power of satire are proverbial.
festival seasons.
He

cleverly

introduces

contemporary

events

and

personalities

into

his

narra-

tion, and his comments become all the more biting and severe in tone when
on society.
the persons concerned are present, and had a salutary கன
Royalty and aristocracy usually were the victims of his satire. As there
was no other means of ventilating public grievances in those days, Cakkyars
were considered to be the spokesmen of the people,

—
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with the famous literary academy, founded by one of the Zamorins.
It consisted of 18% select poets and scholars of the period.
The
eighteen’ were sanskrit poets, and the appellation of ‘half-poet’
was given to the Malayalam poet Punam.
The tradition gives us
an idea of the dominant influence of Sanskrit in the court of the
Zamorins in those days ; but it does only scant justice to the Malayalam poet whose reputation has survived till to-day, while a good

many of his so-called superior contemporaries have been clean forgotten.

Who

exactly was the Zamorin

who

presided over this literary

academy”? is not easy to determine, as the particulars available are
_ confusing. In one of the slokas referred to, the Zamorin is praised
- for his valour and is described as the ‘Sun that dispels the darkness of his enemies’; and it is believed that this epithet refers to a

Saktan™4

Zamorin.

There

are three Saktan

Zamorins

known

to

Kerala history.
The first was the founder of the dynasty of
Zamorins who extended the bounds of his small kingdom of
Ernad by conquering the neighbouring principalities of Polanad,

Kozikkotu, etc., in the 10th Century A.D.
15th century A.D.

and conquered

Cochin

The other™ lived in the
in 1498 A.D.

The

third

belongs to the 17th century A.D. and is believed to be the author
of Manavéda-campu.
As the name of the third is Manavédan he

may be
tions a
longed
ence to
bled to

eliminated from the list as the Sloka under reference menManavikraman.
The probabilities are that Punam beto the academy of the 2nd Saktan (1498-1504).
His refer-~
people wearing parangi"? caps among the crowd that assemwitness the coronation of Rama supports this view.

70. Literary and philosophical discussions
used to be conducted under
the auspices of this academy and a prize called
‘Pattattanam’ was awarded
as prize to the scholar who vanquished other
scholars in the discourse.
The
story is that Uddandan carried away this prize
for 12 consecutive years.
70a.

Literally

means

strong

man.

_ 71. Who received Vascode Gama and resisted
the Portuguese interference
on the West Coast.
72. Mr. R. Narayana
Panikkar’s
assumption
that Manavikraman
is
the only family name of the Zamorins is not correct.
They are known by
three distinct names, ‘Manavikraman,
‘Manavédan,’ and ‘Sri Virardyan.’
(Bhasasahitya caritzam, ற. 358, Vol. 1).
73. “Parangi’ corrupted from Hindustani ‘Feringh
i,’ itself a corruption from
“Franks, is the name by which the Portugu
ese and their descendants are
known in Malabar,
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The authorship of Campus, as I have already observed, is
very often a thorny question, owing to the fact that they were
handled for professional purposes by Cakkyadrs who were often
An incredibly
guilty of addition and subtraction and plagiarisms.
large number of campus which form the majority of this class of

He is indisputably the author

literature are assigned to Punam.

of Ramayana Campu, in which the whole story has been divided
Sita Swayamvaram is the most typiinto a number of episodes.*
Descriptions of marriages are the most suitable themes for
cal.
the poets and Cakkyars to introduce contemporary life, and we
find all sorts of fantastic imageries and anachronisms in them.
Punam’s method shows that he was under the influence of Sanskrit

kavyas and converts the epic solemnity of a purdnic marriage hall
It opens
into the light-hearted atmosphere of a comedy theatre.
with the description of the arrival of the various sovereigns with all
their paraphernalia ; and the readers are then led to that part of
the spacious hall where people at large congregate to witness the
The Nambudiris, especially the younger generation,
ceremony.

the magicians,” the astrologers and the physicians of Malabar find
a

there.

place

The

of

appearance

the

whose

bride,

beauty

is

One of

treated to a detailed description, follows as the next item.

her senior maids of honour introduces to her the various Rajas
The poet is more
who have assembled there to seek her hand.
concerned with their unedifying behaviour,’ in which they unconsciously find themselves, in order to appear at their best when
The situation created by the attempts of
Sita approaches them.
various princes to break the celebrated bow of Siva and the failure
of the many in the ordeal, claims his attention next. He concludes
by giving us a picture of the tumult and chaos that ensued when

Rama

broke the bow and established his right to the fair hand of

Sita, as the event excited the jealousy of other princes, who
challenged him to a fight.

even

Ramayana

does

Neither in Valmiki’s: work”

nor in Adhyatma

the episode take a turn like the one which the Campu writer has
74, Bleven have been published so far. These do not include the events
described in the third to sixth Kanda of Ramayana.
75. The poet is particularly severe on them.
76. One Raja grew so desperate that he had to drink the juice of a
tender cocoanut to be at ease. How the tender cocoanu® which is available only in Malabar happened to be at Janaka’s court, is a matter for historical

77.

investigation.

In

Valmiki’s

poem

there

is ony

the

mention

by

Janaka

that

many

“MALAYALAM
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a privileged

romance

Nayar aristocrats led in those days had
energy in it that these features found

which

few

could

have

Nambiidiris

and

so much of vanity and
their way into all the

mental and physical activities of the period.

Literature could not

escape them, for the Nayars and Nambidiris themselves were its
patrons.
Insipid narration of puranic stories never appealed 1௦:
them.
They wanted to have their own life reflected in poetry,
and we have already seen that the institution of the Kittu and
the Campu or Prabandham Literature was a direct offspring of
_ this universal desire.
What campu writers have started we find
Kuncean Nambiyar taking up again three centuries later, giving it

a purely Malayalam garb in his Tullals.
’ reached its highest water-mark.

With him

social satire
்

Popular Ballads

Cakkyar Kutiu and Campu reached only a few classes of the
Kérala Society, owing to various restrictions and limitations involved in the institution.
The temple was their stage, and only
those who possessed the right of entry into it could enjoy the
performance.
The lower orders below the Nayars continued the
tradition of ballads and folk-songs, which remained their chief
. Source of entertainment,
Exploits and romances of heroes constitute the main theme of these ballads. Two families of N. Malabar,
Puttar® and Taccoli® bulk large in them.
On the other hand, in
South Malabar the Cavér Panikkars’? fight at the Mamankam®2
formed the chief source of inspiration.
Men and women working
90. To this belong (a) Aromalcévakar the IzZava hero who fought the
historic Ankam fight (duel) for seniority between two brothers of a family
at Vettattunad and died as a result of foul play on the part of his adversary.

The

song

throws

considerable

light

on

the

polity

and

society

of

Kerala when popular assemblies through their executives conducted the
administration.
It is a thrilling story of revenge and intrigue;
(b) Unyarca,
the sister of the above. Her encounter with a band of Jonakas who were
defeated by her single-handed is narrated in another noted ballad.
91. This family is famous for the Nayar heroes, Odénan, Candu and
Koman.
ல்
்
The

exploits

of

Odeénan

are

innumerable.

The

present

writer’s

collection of songs concerning his adventures comprises fifty; Mr. Macqueen’s
collection consists of thrice that number.
The other two were his nephews.
92. The author’s collection of these songs contain a dozen songs, of
which those relating to Vattdli Kandar Ménon and Candunni are the most
thrilling.
ட்
92a. Vide Chapter II for further particulars on the subject.
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mentioned by him, whose scholarship and poetical talents in two
languages are however beyond question.
KarunéSan’s sons are
not referred to as poets, but only as scholars.’
The doubt
whether KarunéSan is a personal name or a title gonfuses the
issue further.
Rama Panikkar mentions the name of the founder
with great reverence, and he also alludes to his ascetic life.
If Karunésgan were the author of Bhagavad Gita, whose theme no
doubt suits admirably a man of his character and attainments,

Raman would have taken care to draw attention to that also.

His

silence on that point is significant, and Karunésan’s authorship of
the Gita cannot be established on solid grounds.
To me he ‘represents the traditional scholastic ascetism of Kérala founded by
' Sankara, and occupies a position similar to that of Ezuttaccan’s
brother a century later.
Such men sought to mould and inspire
the life of the people with whom
they came
into contact
as teachers and remained as fountain-heads of vast knowledge,
which was imparted free to all who sought it. Poetry in those

days formed a part of the equipment of a scholar and a saint, and
poet-scholars and poet-saints were more common then than in

modern times, when poets do not necessarily practise the doctrines they preach. Speculations so far have been directed towards
assigning to the founder one work, particularly the Gita, out
of
the various productions that exist in the name of this school.

Rama Panikkar’s list contains the names of four poets, while the

works so far reveal unmistakably only the names of
three.
Th
the circumstances the uncertainty!8 about one which is
expressed
by the renowned Professor Nantyar Vittil K. Paramé$waran
Pillai, M.A., is a real one till more facts are available
on the
subject.
If Karunésan, as I have suggested, is taken as founder
of the family and also of the school which regarded
him
as Kutastha1 and the prime source of inspiration, and
not as an
author, the difficulty is partially solved, and the question
can only
be left at that until we possess more authentic information.

of K. Bhagavadgita) thinks that the founder and
the author of the Gita
are one and the same person.
While Mr. Attur Krsna Pisaroti (in the
introduction to Lilatilakam) expresses the view
that they are different and
that KannasSan (Karunésan) is the founder of
the family and one of his
sons is the author of the Gita.
107. The term used is “Vidyadhipar ’—Master
of Vidyas—which can be
taken to mean ‘ Vidwans’ (Scholars) in modern phraseol
ogy.
108. Page 4 of his Introduction to his edition
of Kannaégéa Gita.

109.

The original founder.
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I have already indicated that Lilatilakam does not say anything about the Kannassan Pattus, which bear distinctive characteristics of their own and mark’a definite stage in the development of the Malayalam language ; and its author could have hardly
omitted to mention them if they were known to him or existed in
his day.
There is a reason to think that Rama Panikkar had seen
the definition of Pattus in that work, as he generally conforms to
the rules enunciated therein, particularly the Yatuka110
The
author of Kérala Bhasa Sahitya caritram!!! says that a manuscript
of Kannassa Ramayanam copied in
702 M.E. (1528 A.D.) was
in his possession; and Mr. Govinda Pillay speaks of another copy
of the same work dated 614 M.E. (1440 A.D.), which Mr. R. N.
Panikkar has seen.
These facts proclaim that the work existed
before that date.
There is also the testimony of the transcriber
of the latter that the copy was prepared with Rama Panikkar’s
permission.
Whether he refers to the author, or to a member
If the first inference is
of the Kannagsan family, it is not clear.
If
correct, the author was alive at the time of its preparation.
the second alternative suggestion is to be accepted, Panikkar’s
date may be pushed back a generation earlier, leaving a reasonable margin of time for a work to become widely known and
I have not heard of any Mss.,
create a demand for its copies.!!2
of Kannaséan Pattus existing in the central or northern part of
The fact that Ezuttaccan’s works, which commanded a
Kérala.
wider popularity, superseded them a century later must be taken
in other parts
of their disappearance
cause
as a probable
to their place
circulation
their
of
of Kérala and of the restriction
be no doubt
can
there
But
localities.
neighbouring
or
of origin
that Kannagéan and his school must have dominated the literary
field before EZuttaccan and his works have been available in Mss.
form

all over

Kerala.

Certain passages in Hzuttaccan’s Adh: Ramayanam reminds
us of Kannaggan’s influence, and we might well conclude that the

110. The system of rhyme as represented by the
Kannasgsan school.
111, Page 281, Vol. I of the work.
112. If the possessors of these Ms. copies of the
stated the places where the Mss. were originally kept,
a better insight into the popularity of Kannassan’s
‘The literary
far very little light has been thrown.
nothing about it till Mr. Vargese Mapila published
in 1895,

Dvitiyaprasam

of

the

K. Ramayanam had
we should have had
orr which so
wks,
world knew little or
it for the first time
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later attempt was crowned with more abiding results, having had
the benefit of the earlier one.
In the execution of their mission
and in the actual details of workmanship each is as different from
the other .as two individuals can be.
But in their devotion
to
their
mother-tongue
and
their
whole-hearted
endeavour
to enrich it through their epoch-making contributions they agree
in fundamentals, and as pioneers they occupy distinct pedestals of
their own.

In the total output also the two masters resemble each other.
Rama Panikkar’s known: works are, besides the one we have already noticed, Bharatam, Bhagavatam, and. Savitrimahatmyam.
These
works"44
have
been
published
only
in parts,
which
invariably bear the stamp of his*genius and personal note.
The
name of their author (Rama) is mentioned in all of them, and
their style and presentation have the unmistakable marks of his
poetry.
There is no need, therefore, to doubt their authenticity or.
indulge in any speculation on their authorship.
A perfect balance of thought and expression is the dominant
feature of Kannassan’s poetry.
His words are properly weighed,
and never wasted or extravagantly used.
As occasion demands,
the words come to him in appropriate combinations ; and master
of language as he is, he gives them proper places.
In his rendering of Ramayanam and other works he never believed in a literal
translation, but always took care to reproduce faithfully in
If the idea is obscure,
his mother-tongue the ideas of the original.
he takes trouble to elucidate it, adding his own personal views.
lifelike,
If the original picture is not sufficiently. clear and
original
by
beauty
poetic
its
enriches
genius
KannaSéan’s

touches.1!®
His eye for poetic beauty and sense of discretion give his
presentation an entertaining flavour, and we enjoy it all the more
This aspect of his peras we enjoy a flower with its fragrance.

sonality sometimes makes him insert a line of his own and leave
the

114.
besides

original

EZuttaccan’s
a good

take

to

important

number

of

care

works

are

itself“

Adh:

Such

Ramayanam,

deviations,

and

Bharatam

of minor works.

115. His description of Rama’s attempt to break the bow at Janaka’s
“court is, among others, a remarkable instance of this featune.
the
ன்ப
116. The following examples may be noted :—(a) Valmfki in
strange story of the bow makes only a brief reference in one sloka to Daksa’s
sacrifice, while KannagSan narrates the episode in all its details in 8 stanzas.
The story illustrates the importance of the Mother goddess, in whom people
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Tt is one of the few Malayalam metres that are capable of considerIt can be recited in the
able variations in tune and rhythm.
erdinary way or sung and adapted to dance-music, having a
-rhythm of its own without serious changes in the sound-values of
Its adaptability has made it a
letters used in their compositions.

favourite of later poets, particularly of those who

were

the com-

it has
poets
modern
With
posers of Kaikottikkalippattus.182
be
can
it
which
with
ease
and
facility
the
as
become a passion,
composed are typical of the spirit of freedom that is surging all
Its popularity is an indication of its antiquity.
over the country.
No poet who knows his vocation will take the trouble of writing
a poem in a new metre which is not known to the people at large.
What he geneMuch less would he think of inventing a metre.
rally does is to take a popular tune or metre and give it a literary
There
tone and dignity stamping it with his vigorous personality.
seems to be no doubt that Cerusséri also must have done like-

wise.

His

personal

taste

ofcourse

must

have

influenced

his

selection out of the various tunes used for ballads and folk-songs.
The fact of its being used for a serious literary work gives it a
distinction which inevitably gets mixed up with the name of its
Later
author who had already attained a reputation of his own.
literary developments affected its popularity a bit and the people
having lost touch with the adaptability of the Gatha even accused
Cerusséri for having written a long poem in one monotonous
metre. The blame should be laid at the door of the Sanskritists,
who showed a preference for Sanskrit metres in their Malayalam
works and neglected indigenous metrical devices, which could be
mastered only by those who had’a keen ear for music.
It is a mistake to regard CeruSséri as an isolated phenomenon
of his age.
Though we have not heard of a literary academy
under the patronage of the Kolattiris, great poets like Cerusséri
are bound to radiate their influence over the society in which they
live, and to produce some admirers.
The examples of Kannaséan
and Hzuttaccan suggest such a possibility.
The publication of
Bharatagatha, which is ascribed to CerugSéri without sufficient
reason points to a circle of imitators of the CeruSséri’s style. There
must have been some notable contributions inspired by Ceruéééri’s
_ work.
Perhaps they are lurking in the corners of the huge Mss.
libraries
of
Kolattiris
and
Kadattanad
without - having.
a,
௦

eS
ஓ

132. The songs used for a kind of popular
(dance accompanied by clapping of hands).

dance

called

Kai-Kotti-Kkali
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of
these
princes
owing
unforeseen’ political
up-

literary

activity

often

records

. a continuous flow when once it springs up, till it spends itself
in
uncongenial environments.
The ancient Payyanur Pattéla, which
nobody has seen but of which the memory has survived many
a
change hails from that part of Malabar, and the rise of a star
like CeruSséri- after several centuries are like sparks from a continuous current that had run underground for some reason or
other.
In the field of folklore North Malabar has to its credit
the most magnificent contribution, extending over several centuries and presenting a remarkable continuity of output.
There is
no apparent reason why in the realm of letters there should not
_ have been a similar tradition.
Cerusséri’s poetry
The

natural

charm

of CeruSsséri’s poetry lies in the familiarity

with which he takes his readers into his confidence.

There is no

ambiguity in his expressions except where he attempts a double
meaning or Slésa, and he is never obscure.
When one goes on
reading
his work, even
the
archaic
expressions
present
no
difficulty.
The reader gets the sense of the passage at the first
reading.
If he is musically inclined, he is tempted to recite the
lines in various tunes to which they are adapted.
Their music
makes him linger over them for the mere love of it. The poet’s
imagination is a store-house of metaphors and implied similes,
which come to him quite naturally, and which are rendered more
spicy by his sense of humour that is typical of the community to
which he belongs.
His humour sometimes gives the impression
that he is wanting in human sympathy.
His description of Kucéla
is a notable instance of this trait.
As an embodiment of poverty
and purity the mythical
brahman
excites
sympathy
verging
on pathos;
but his figure, looking like a skeleton wrapped
in skin, is an object of fun for our poet.¥83
When he describes
the interview
between
Subhadra
and
Arjuna,
his humorous
touches are really entertaining.13*

133.
‘-which

தல

Cerusséri
they

makes

describe

the

from

servants

head

to

of

foot.

Krsna’s
His

Court

laugh

stomach is

at his

represented

hollow as Patalam.
Krsna Pattu, p. 277.
e
134. Arjuna visits Dwaraka, Krsna’s abode, in the guise of an
to woo Subhadra, Krsna’s sister, who is asked to look after his
When she offers him fruits, he is so completely absorbed in looking

figure,
as

so

ascetic
needs.
at her
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the monkey*

with the gift

of speech was regarded as one of his assets that marked him out
as asuperman.
There was no branch of human knowledge which
his all-comprehensive intellect could not* grasp.
He was equally
at home with the muse of poetry as well as the dry details of history or medical science.®
His services were very often requisitioned by the Kings and notable men of his age.
The Raja
of
Ambalappuza requested him to decipher a Telugu manuscript on
Adhyatma Ramayanam,® and the Zamorin of Calicut sought his
blessings to remove the gloom of despondency that possessed him
and his kingdom at the time through the performance of a Saktéya Pija.?'
Even as a baby in arms he seems to have had an intuitive
knowledge of the Védas and corrected the Brahmans at Trkkantiyur temple,’ where they were chanting Védic hymns,

after that he fell into a trance when the Goddess Saraswati appeared and
wrote it out for him.
i
4. Among the innumerable legends that have sprung round the personality of Ezuttaccan there is one about a monkey that was caught by
the poet on his way to the tank for his bath.
He tied the monkey to a
மனம்
‘Kafifiira’ tree leaving a piece of butter in its right hand asking it to keep
it till he returned after his bath.
It was during summer and the butter
melted soon owing to the extreme heat of the sun.
When he returned.
Ezuttacean asked the monkey about the butter and he naturally could not
explain what happened to it; but Ezuttaccan by a magic touch of his
hand
made the monkey say that the butter melted.
This story is often quoted
as evidence of Ezuttaccan’s extraordinary power of transforming even
the
dullest boy into a prodigy by his teaching.
5. Tradition ascribes the authorship of a work on “Astanga hrdayam?
(Medical work) and a treatise on Kerala history entitled ‘Kérala
Natakam’
to Ezuttaccan.
No definite information is available on either.
6. This will be dealt with in the chapter on Adhyadtma Ramayana.

7.

A ritual of Tantric Worship in which ‘Sakti’, the feminine

aspect of

primeval energy, is propitiated.
It would appear that he predicted that
the Zamorin’s family would lose their ruling rights in the third genera~
tion after that.
According to some it is Suryanarayanan
who predicted
the downfall of the Zamorins.
8. This temple is about half a mile from the Tirur Railway Station
(Ponnani

Talug,

S.

Malabar)

and

is

near

Ezuttaccan’s

home.

The

incident

referred to is believed to have taken place when the boy Ezuttaccan visited
the temple with his mother and he called out to the Brahmans there—
Kadu—(mistake).
They grew uneasy about the infant prodigy and by

way

of

curbing

hjs

intellectual

power

gave

him

some

plantains

which

were

subjected to the ‘nfluence of black magic, to eat, and as a result thereof
the boy lost his gift of speech.
To counteract this, the story adds, Ezuttaccan’s
father
gave
him
toddy
which
was
also
subjected
to
the
Same influence, and the hoy thereafter had his speech restored
to him,
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Strange are the ways of men who are anxious to pay homage to
their heroes, and it often happens in the case of great’ men that a
regular network of fables and legends sometimes mutually contradictory, is,woven round their hallowed name and personality.
As
the legacy of our fore-fathers whose esteem and regard for their
poet-saint was by far greater than ours, we are unwilling to reject
or accept them in toto.
But the interests of research, in which
truth is the guiding principle, demand that these stories should be
subjected to critical analysis with a view to separate the chaff from
the grain.
Apart from this legendary story there is still the solid
fact, which can be verified even at the present day that the monumental works which were presented to the world by the Great Bard
of Kerala, and which still remain the priceless possessions of the
Malayalam language and literature, are looked upon with great
reverence and devotion by our orthodox brethren.
The practice ©
which enjoins on the people the reading of Ezuttaccan’s Ramayana.
every day as a matter of obligatory religious duty still lingers in

the nooks and corners of Malabar, in spite of the temptations of
critical thought.
The Guru-Matham® at Chittur (Cochin State)
the small shrine at Trikkantiyir! built on the ruins of his house,
one family at Amakkavu!! ten miles N. E. of Guruvayar, and
(Coziath House, S. Malabar)? still
another at Perumangod

Popular

tradition believes that Ezuttaccan was addicted to drink, and this
incident is often regarded as a justification for that habit by his admirers
who are unable to reconcile his greatness with a vice of the kind which
by the way has no authentic evidence in its support.
9. This is the place where Ezuttaccan is believed to have attained
Dr. Burnell, who visited this place, has written an interesting
* Samadhi”
account of this institution which is looked upon by the people of the locality
with great reverence and enjoys the sanctity of a temple with daily Puja.
10. The sand from the compound where the house of Ezuttaccan stood
once is even now taken by the neighbours to be used when children are
It is a
to be initiated in letters in the belief that they will learn quicker.
traditional custom in Malabar to practice the art of writing in the beginning
Writing on the palm leaf manuscript is
on the sand with the first finger.
In modern times paper has taken the place of the palm
the second stage.
leaf.
ன்
Whe11. This family according to tradition is that of Ezuttaccan’s wife.
ther Ezuttaccan had a wife or not is still a disputed point.
12. The members of this family are well known ‘Saktéyis’ and look upon
Ezuttaccan as their first guru who according to their family tradition setThere seems fo be # confusion
tled down there in his second incarnation.
of identity in this story. Ezuttaccan’s first disciple was famous for his tantric
By second incarnation probably the second guru
knowledge and practice.
of the line is meant.
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the accident of his birth he inherited a tradition of scholarship of
a very high order, which he by his literary achievements enriched
and. illuminated.
The stigma of illegitimacy and obscurity sought
to be created by an improbable story is evidently the result of an
interested propaganda started by a section of the people who were

jealous of his reputation and unique position in the literary field.
Some readers are inclined to read a personal note in the general
observation?’ which EZuttaccan makes in his Bharatam in the
course Viduravakyam. The justification for the suggestion is that
the sentiment does not find a place in the original Mahabharata;
but there are numerous instances of such original ideas in EZuttac-

can’s works

that we cannot attach any undue significance to the

passage in question.
Further, even without a suggestion of the
kind the observation is quite appropriate in the epic, in which the
lives of great men®® whose origin was not in keeping with the
greatness they achieved later are described. As Mr. P. K. Narayana
Pillai pertinently remarks:29
The sooner the story is forgotten
the better for the fair name of the great poet-saint and the selirespect of the people of Malabar!
It is interesting to note in this
connection that similar stories are current about Kannassa Panikkar29 and Kuncan Nambiyar.2!
Hither Brahman blessing or Brahman parentage was considered essential for the greatness of any
man who did not belong to that sacred fraternity.
It seems highly

probable that there was subtle propaganda behind these stories.
His

name.
The term

EZuttaccan as has already been indicated, is derived

from two words Ezuttu=letters, and Accan=leader or father.
sounds more like a title than a name.

27.
great

It

The expression * Tufjattu ’ is

Tapasanmaruteéyum Vahini-marutéyum .. .
்
்
“Tt is unnecessary to enquire into the genesis of hermits, rivers, and
men.”
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98.
29.

Vyasa and the Pandavas for instance.
His treatise on Hzuttaccan p. 11.

30.
81.

Vide Chapter I.
The well known

satirist

and

poet

mealem.”

of Malabar

ட்

=
whose

ponsible for the branch in Malayalam literature called Tullal.

genius

is res-
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no doubt the family name which usually the people of Malabar
prefix to their personal name.
Naturally therefore, scholars became interested in knowing the’ real name of the poet, and various
suggestions as a result of speculations on the subject. have been
put forward.
Mr. P. Govinda Pillay®? suggests ‘Sankaran’ as a
probability and ‘ Ramanujan’ as a possibility after the poet’s tour in

the eastern districts, where he is reported to have come into contact with the disciples of the celebrated Vaisnavacarya Ramanuja**
and learned his philosophy from them.
Mr. Govinda Pillay does
not take readers into his confidence and tell them how he arrived at
his conclusions.
How the name ‘Sankaran’ occurred to him is a
mystery, as we do not find the slightest hint to that effect in any

of Hzuttaccan’s well known works. As to the adopted name
‘Ramanujan,’ it is still open to doubt whether Ezuttaccan was a
close student ot the theory of Visistadwaita which Ramanuja formulated in his teachings and works. Mr. R. Narayana Panikkar**
is inelined to accept Mr. Govinda Pillay’s suggestion regarding
Ramanujan and advances an ingenious reason in support of his

contention.

He is at the same time unwilling to concede that the

poet assumed the name of his guru, a practice which is against
Hindu tradition.
He argues that since Hzuttaccan was a devotee
of Rama he was anxious to associate his name with that of the
hero of Ramayana and was at the same time afraid lest the adoption
of the hero’s name, as in the case of the Guru’s name, would be
regarded as presumptuous. The name of Laksmana, the dutiful
brother of Rama, seemed to be the next alternative, and the pseudonym * Ramanujan’ was therefore decided upon.
Mr. Panikkar
forgets that the word‘ Ramanujan’ applies with equal force to all
the younger brothers of Rama and not exclusively. to Laksmana
and in the case of an adopted name which is generally resorted to
for a specific purpose, no one would like to leave its implication in
doubt. While Mr. Panikkar’s ingenuity and the wealth of material
which he usually brings in are admirable, his reasoning is not
equally acceptable in this case.
Mr. P. K. Narayana Pillay, the
well known scholar and critic, has another theory.2°
Mr. Sanka-.

$2. The
vide p. 176
_

83.

Some

author of the History of
of Vol. 1 of his work.
go

©

the

length

of

Malayalam

asserting

that

language

Ezuttaccan

and
was

Ramanuja himself.
Those who believe in this have no idea of
as the famous philosopher lived in the 11th Century A.D.
:
34, Keralabhasa-Sahityacaritram.
Page 285-286, Vol. II.
30. Pages 4—12 of his work on T. Ezuttaccan.
1

literature—
a

disciple

of

chronology,
:
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mentioned that he was an author. He was no doubt a local celebrity whose position as a teacher and eminent scholar commanded
reverence

and

his

from

regard

by virtue

of his unique

me

it from

be

Far

disciples.

suggest that he should be deprived

I want

What

field.

position in his own

to

is his

of the greatness which

to

emphasise is that his disciple and brother by his unrivalled eminence in the teaching world, the realm of letters, and the society
of Kérala acquired a status which was not by the very nature
of the case, within the reach

more

fore

of his elder brother; and

assume

to

reasonable

that

the

people

it is there-

Kerala

of

elder
the
to
not
and
him
to
memorial
a
of
thought
by
than
title
his
by
better
known
was
he
that
fact
‘The
brother.
When the peohis name lends additional weight to the argument.
ple of a country confer a title on one of their distinguished citizens it is generally done as a mark of their*respect, regard and

gratitude for the services rendered by him; and they would naturally prefer to call their hero by the title. which they respectfully”
bestowed on him and which has some direct reference to the chief
characteristics of his personality instead of by his name, which is
We do not find the
useful only for the purpose of identification.
title ‘Ezuttaccan’ conferred upon any other distinguished son of
Kérala before the author of A. R. and the first person who received

the title was

known

explains why

This

as ‘the EZuttaccan

the first: guru

of the Tufjattu

family.’

was

referred

in the Sloka

quoted

to as only ‘the guru’ and not by any specific name... The traditional
It is a common
in Kerala also justifies this omission.
practice
Malayali custom to prefix the name of the house to the name of
an individual: if that person by any personal distinction acquires a
Many well known men of
title that generally replaces the name.
Swamiyar,®®
thus:—Vilwamangalattu
designated
are
Kérala
Kavalappara
Paliyattaccan,4!
Mangattaccan,*®
Kaniyan,®
Pazar

38. The famous Nambudiri saint who as a brahmacari fell in love with
a woman contrary to the tradition of his vocation and who became a sanyasin
as a result of her advice. Wilwamangalam is the name of his illom (house).
Swamiyar is the common term for a saint.
39. The great astrologer of Kérala, who
is believed to be inspiredwhen making astrological predictions. Pazur—=house name. Kaniyan= astrologer.
His descendants still continue the profession and retain their tradi_ tional prestige.
eal 8

40.

‘The Prime

Ministers

of the

tively.

and

Cochin

Maharaja

ட்

Mangatt
and
Paliyatt

41.

Zamorin

‘Ibid,’

்
House

names—accan=leader
ற

or

protector,
்

respec-
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Nayar” are instances in point.
In all these cases, and the number can be. easily increased, it ig only the house-name and the
title that are mentioned.
It is therefore safe to conclude that the
people of Kérala conferred the title of Ezuttaccan on the author
of the two epics and loved to call and know him by that as a
token of their regard and esteem for him, and not by his real name,
which naturally after some time was dropped and forgotten.
As
the title was: unknown before, there was no need to ‘distinguish
the poet-saint, ‘the first holder of the title, from other Ezuttaccans.
The fact that the real name of the great teacher and poet is not
known is therefore no discredit either to himself or to the people
of Malabar, who, on the contrary, honoured their idol and themselves by a distinctive title which signified at once the extent of
their homage and his greatness.
Those who followed his footsteps in literature and the profession of teaching were also by courtesy called by the same title
Ezuttaccan, which in course of time became a general appellation

for teachers.
EZuttaccan’s

date.

Views

of European

scholars.

When we come to the question of Ezuttaccan’s date we are
fortunately on more certain grounds, although no absolute precision can yet be attained.
The first European scholar to take an
interest in the great poet of Kérala was Dr. Burnell. He published
a note on Ezuttaccan in one of the numbers of Triibner’s American and Oriental Literary Record*.
It is interesting in many
respects, and I reproduce it in extenso below.
“Some

five

years

ago

when

I

was

residing

at

Palghat

in

Malabar I had occasion to pass through the Chittur Taluq of the
Cochin State and took the opportunity of visiting an Agraharam
or Brahmin Village there which is remarkable in the history of
Malabar.
It was founded by Ezuttaccan the author of all the
popular versions in Malayalam of sanskrit puranas and epic poems
and made over to a few Brahmin families on condition of their
preserving always in a house there mss. of his works copied by his
daughter to which daily reverence was to be paid. TufijatteZuttaccan was by no means of high caste but he must have been a man
=

42. The feudal chieftain of Kavalappara.
as well as the house.
43, January Number 1871 page 78,
E.—8

His

name

ஓ

is thaf

e

of the

place
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of great talents. Before his time the characters used for writing
Malayalam was the imperfect alphabet we find in the famous
inscriptions
He
Cochin.
prove in a
_ Bhagavata

in the possession of the Jews and the Syrians of
managed to learn Sanskrit though as his® translations
very superficial way—and translated the Ramayana,
(Mahabharata ??) and some other works and intro-

duced the use of Arya alphabet now used for writing Malayalam

but which before his time was appropriated to the sacred Sanskrit
I found that
and known only to the Nambudiris and Brahmins.
the house at the end of the south side of the street was devoted
to the preservation of the mss. and with a little persuasion, the
I found the mss.
Brahmin who attended to it allowed me to enter.
on a copper tray placed on a stool and smeared with sandal paste
‘There was only one of the origiand flowers thrown over them.
of the vernacular
copy
nal mss. left, a beautifully written
Many of the leaves were
‘Bhagavata on about 200 talipat leaves.
broken, but-at the end I found the title deed of the village which

proved that TufnjatteZuttaccan lived at the end of the 17th Century

‘This

A.D.

is

beginning with him.
with fables

corroborated

by

the

succession

His history is however

even his real name (Tufjattu

and

and Ezuttaccan the name

of the caste)

of

teachers

completely overlaid
is the house

is quite unknown.

name

The

other mss. in the house were put there to replace the originals
which had been burned in a fire about 30 years before and were
In the neighbourhood the legendary
(7?)
perfectly worthless

localities of the Ramayana
thoroughly

are

and

believed

and Mahabharata
in.

Before

the

have been localised
17th

Century

there

seems to have been but little vernacular literature in Malabar*.
Dr. Gundert discovered some old songs but they are quite Hindu
in their tone.”
We are at present concerned only with the title deed and its
date. The other issues raised in the above extract will be subjected
to a closer analysis when Ezuttaccan’s position in Malayalam literature is discussed in the course of this work.
It evidently relates to
the date of the founding of the Gurumatham of Chittur.
As
already indicated, opinion among scholars as to the real founder
of the matham is not unanimous, although local tradition ascribes
it to Ezuttaccan himself. It is extremely unlikely that a man of
‘EZuttacean’s eminence, who studiously avoids personal references
௩

44.
45,

G
ப

Perhaps the author refers to Vattezuttu
Chapter 1 disproves this statement,

and Kolezuttu.
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in his works except when praising his favourite deity Visnu or
others, his brother for instance, ever thought of a memorial for

himself.

The

author

of the Malabar

Manual‘

gives a different

version of the story. Says he—“ It is said as Ezuttaccan lay on his
deathbed he ‘told his daughter (?) that at a.particular hour on a

particular

day

in a certain month

and

a certain year

which

he

named

a youth would come to his house.
His daughter was directed to have his house swept and garnished as-for a distinguished
guest and his directions were that to his visitor his sandals and his

books should be given.

On the appointed day and at the appointed

hour came one Suryanarayana EZuttaccan, then a youth of sixteen.
years and of the Tarakan Caste.4” He received the sandals and the

books and went his way. This Suryanarayana became ‘ Gurunathan’ (Teacher or tutor) to the Zamorin and afterwards set out
on a pilgrimage to Benares and other places, wandering about and
leading a holy life till he was thirty two years old. He then returned

to Malabar and was directed in a vision thrice repeated to settle
on a river bank, then a jungle place, at what is now called Chittur
Tekke
bought

Gramam in Cochin territory east of Palghat.
He then
some ground and, helped by the Zamorin and others, built

in one of the streets a row of houses for the Brahmans and in the
middle on the opposite side one for himself. He next invited some
Brahman families to settle there, which they did, attracted by the
holiness of Stryanarayana HZuttaccan’s life and character.
He

never married, but lived and died a Sannyasin (ascetic) and TunjatteZuttaccan’s relics were, it is said, there sacredly preserved and
worshipped till with one exception they were destroyed by fire 30
or 40 years ago.
The stool and the staff mentioned by Dr. Burnell in his S. Indian Palaeography belonged, it is said, to the ascetic
and not to the father of modern Malayalam, and another fire it is
Dr. Burnell’s visit and also
believed destroyed these relics since
probably the Bhagavatham, the only thing saved from the previous
TunjatteZuttaccan’s memory however, is not likely
conflagration.
relics thus lost are easily replaced and the sacred
for
to die down,

honours
these

46.

47.

paid to them

Pages

92,

are

94,

Vol.

easily paid

apparently

though

accounts,

to the

Both

substitutes.”

contraditory,

agree

on

one

1.

This caste is to be distinguished from the Tarakans of Travancore,
The Tarakans of S. Malabar are Hindfis following trade
who are Christians.
They unlike the Nayars follow the paternal system of
as their vocation.
inheritance and their marriage customs resemble those of the East Coast.
Originally they must have been brokers, as “taraku’”’ means brokerage.
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There seems to be unanimity of opinion between them
point.
It is evident from: Dr.
regarding the founder of the gurumatham.
Burnell’s note that he saw at the gurumatham only the mss. copy
and his observations ‘on Ezuttacof the Malayalam Bhagavatam,
~ can’s standing in the literary world of Kerala are based on that
A comparative study of A. R. and Mahabharatam and Bhaonly.
gavatam will make anyone hesitate to accept the view that ascribes
the authorship of Bhagavatam to the master mind that produced

the other two epics, as the former in all respects is a third rate

work.

Even

as a translation

its merits

are

not beyond

question,

as there are a good many passages, particularly in the Ekadasam,
‘which show that the exact implications of the original have been
either imperfectly understood or wrongly reproduced in the trans-

lation.

It is the

portion in it which

unanimous
possesses

opinion

of scholars

any: literary merit

that

is the

the

only

Desamam,

which on that account is believed to be the result of EZuttaccan’s
master touch.
It is highly probable therefore, that Suryanarayana
Ezuttaccan, who from all accounts was more a saint than a poet,

is the author of this Bhagavatam. The reverence with which the
work is regarded is perhaps part of the homage paid by the people
of Kérala to his saintly character. Besides, Bhagavata Purana
being

the

mainstay

of Vaisnavic

philosophy,

the

translation

was

welcomed by those belonging to the school as a solid contribution
to their creed.

As

EZuttaccan was

the founder

of the school,

his

disciple quite possibly shared the glory of his guru through the
medium of this work. With the passage of time the memories
of the two Saints, having certain features in common, were mixed
up in tradition and could not be easily separated. This fact, I am
inclined to believe, also accounts for the uncertainty regarding
the founder of the Matham.
The version given by the author of
the Malabar Manual has therefore to be preferred in point of
authenticity.
Dr. Burnell also supports this view indirectly.
If Stryanarayana Ezuttaccan is accepted as the founder of the
gurumatham‘® and if he is assigned on the authority of Dr. Burnell

to the latter half of the 17th century, the date of ‘the Ezuttaccan’, who appears as first and Suryanarayanan as the third in the
genealogy maintained by the Gurumatham, must be pushed back
two generations earlier:
2

48.
௮)

6
ே

The author of the Gurumatham pamphlet No, 1 is also of this view
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The views of Malabar Scholars.
_ Mr. Govinda Pillay, the author “of the History of Malayalam
Literature,

makes

a passing

reference’?

to the

views

of Kovunni

_Nedungadi;>° Dr. Burnell, Dr. Gundert, and Mr. Logan. Nedungadi assigns Ezuttaccan to the 7th Century M.E. (15th Century
A.D.)

while

others

bring

him

down

to

the

17th

century.

Mr.

Govinda Pillay prefers a via media, as he thinks Nedungadi’s date
is too

early

and

that proposed

by

the

others

too

late,

and

he

is

inclined to fix the latter half of the 15th century or the first half
_ of the 16th century A.D. as EZuttaccan’s date.
He does not argue
out the point, but seems to have tumbled upon the truth by

instinct. He cites the Kali chronogram ‘ Ayurarogya Saukhyam’
that appears at the end of the Narayaniyam of Méppattur, whom
he

regards

as

a

contemporary

of our

poet,

and

also

a

sponsors

statement that Ezuttacean was middle-aged when Bhattatiri was
young. He leaves us absolutely in the dark as to the authority
_on which he relies for the view.
In the introduction to the Malayalam edition®! (1878) of A. R.
Kattayattu Govinda Menon, the last prime minister of the Zamorin

draws

attention

Saukhyam”

(Sirya)

Ezuttaccan’s

Samadhi.

to

another

which
The

same

chronogram

he

“ Pavitramparam

thinks has

is quoted

by

reference
the

to

Gurumatham

authorities also. Here again we have no idea of the source. The
appearance of Suryah in another version of the same chronogram
makes

us pause

before we

accept it without

any reservations.

It

is on a par with the oft-quoted chronogram about the great Sankara, viz., Acaryavagabhédya, which by its very isolation is of
_ suspicious authenticity.
It was usual with Sanskrit writers
the age, and also with Malayalam writers who knew Sanskrit,

of
to

frame a chronogram at the end of their works to denote the dates
of their completion. The one under discussion is not associated
with any notable work, and it is not safe to build too much on
such a shaky foundation.
Mr. R. Narayana Panikkar* supports Mr. Govinda Pillay in his ©
attempt to establish Ezuttaccan’s contemporaneity with Meéppattur,

49,
50.

The
The

history of Malayalam Literature, p. 174-175, Vol. 1.
author of “Kérala Kaumudi” a treatise on Malayalam

Grammer

and Rhetoric.
51, This is an edition in Malayalam characters af the Qriginal eAdhyatma
Ramayanam.
52. Kerala Bhasa Sahitya Caritram, Vol. II, p. 270-276.
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place

of

Ezuttaccan.

The

date

of

.Tantra Samgraham, according to the internal evidence of the work,
is 676 M.E. (1502 A.D.), which is 53 years earlier than the Gurumatham date. Mr. P. K.’s identification of Nilakanthari has some
support from the fact that there exists a coterie of people following
the Tantric cult in S. Malabar, of which Coziyatt Ezuttaccan’s
family (of Katampazipuram S. Malabar) already referred to, is a
notable example, claiming direct descent from Ezuttaccan.
It is
probable that Ezuttaccan learned the practice of the secret cult
from this Nilakanthan.
But there is still the question of the authorship of Harinama
Kirtanam, in which the mention of Nilakanthan occurs staring us
in the face. As I have already observed, it does not stand comparison with HZuttaccan’s masterpieces, although I am prepared
to admit that all the works of the same author cannot be expected
to attain the same standard of excellence.
I am at the same time,
sure. that scholars who have examined the work of a great writer
will be able to discern traces of the master hand even in his second
rate productions.
The spontaneity and richness of expression
and a charming effortless felicity of diction which are the outstanding characteristics of EZzuttaccan’s
poetry are absent in
Harinama Kirtanam,. which at the same time bears the stamp of
the EzZuttaccan-school in its profundity of thought, terseness
of
expression and Vaisnavie bias.
The doubt as to its authorship,
however, is not groundless.
A

New

Theory.

_ With
the above
tentative
conclusions
about
the
age
of
Ezuttaccan
we
will
now
proceed
to
view
the
question
from another angle.
There is one aspect of the subject raised by
his insistence on the cult of Bhakti which so far has either
escaped
the attention of the scholars or received’ insufficient recognit
ion
at their hands.
No student of Ezuttaccan can fail to notice the
extraordinary emphasis he lays on the doctrine of Bhakti
and its
. efficacy as a stepping stone to salvation.
Meppattur®? and Pintanam,** who lived in the same age also have the same
dominent
63. His work ‘Narayaniyam’ embodies
the Lord of Guruvayir (Krsna).
64.

the outpourings

of his devotion

to

He isings:—

- BEM) Head
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“When the boy Krsna plays in the mind why
should
other boy as one’s off-spring” in his Jmanappana,

there

be an-
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had bound together the various warring elements at least for
political purposes, was the signal for a general revolt on the part
of the different Nayar chieftains, who saw in it an opportunity to
declare. their independence and consolidate their position.
The
dominant class of Nayars, consisting of ruling chiefs, the army and
leading commoners,
first turned their attention
to the village
assemblies, which from ancient times virtually controlled the administration, settled disputes, and formed the back-bone of Mala-

‘bar polity.©?
Natuvazis.

The
ties
of

;

so called Natuvazis were only the executive
these
assemblies
and
carried
out
their

authoriorders.

They
consisted
of the
representatives
of
the
people,
and
by
their
very
structure
were
opposed
to
any
attempt -atpersonal aggrandisement, managing the affairs of the state with
a view to secure the general welfare of the people.
The chieftains
found in them a serious obstacle to their ambitions, and therefore

endeavoured to undermine their authority gradually.

The assem-

blies were not suppressed immediately.
They continued to func-’
tion as before ; but the war-lords, who had the man-power of the
state under their control, began to dictate terms to them.7?
A
systematic policy of the kind pursued for some time resulted in
the loss of their decisive voice in matters of State, which was
secured by the chieftains, to whom the assemblies began to be subordinate.
Having consolidated their position thus by converting

the assemblies into mere advisory bodies, the chieftains, who had

by this time assumed the title of Raja embarked upon more ambitious ventures.1
The Perumal rule, with its paramount power

over

the

glamour

whole

of Kérala,

still remained

of the Mamankam”

festival,

their

which

ideal;

conferred

and
the

the

suzer-

69. Malabar Manual by Logan,‘ Vol. I, p. 88, 89. History of Kerala by K.
Padmanabha Menon, Vol. I, p. 250-269.
70. Modern Europe affords ample illustrations of democratic countries
yielding to dictators during critical times.
71, The position is analogous to that of ‘Vairajya’ described in Ait: BrahP.

_

mana

VIII—14,

Vide
89.
72.
navay

p. 203.

SAT ஜர் ஊரக! வீர்எனா 9 வரன்
also*~ Corporate

ட வப்

in Ancient

India”

by

Majumdar,

p

The festival that was celebrated once in 12 years in front of the TiruIt was presided by one of the
Temple (Ponnani Talug, S. Malabar).
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opportunity to impress his *
Nay, he even makes in the

prelude to his work the rival God Siva! give his willing testimony
to Rama’s divine attributes, which places his view béyond question. Parvati, Siva’s consort, is anxious to know the mystery that
surrounds the holy name of Rama, and she requests her lord to
narrate the story of the sreat king of the Solar line who is held
in high esteem by the God of Kailasa.1 In complying with the

request of Parvati, Siva brings home

to her mind

and to that of

the readers that even the very desire to know the story of Rama
is a noble end in itself, which only exceptionally privileged souls
would have the chance to achieve.
The author of A.R. reduced
the God Siva to a pathetic figure, who is not only obliged to praise
another god but is forced to rest content with a subordinate position.
We may congratulate ourselves that a worse treatment was
not meted out to the God who terrorised the whole world in Védic
times, and who certainly stood in need of some toning down.
But
he is hardly responsible for the change.
He has only shared the
fate of other gods of the Hindu pantheon, who are often victims
of the poet’s fancy and the devotion of their followers!2 who
can
make or mar them.
This accounts for the different roles, sometimes self-contradictory, which Hindu Gods play in Puranas.
Saivaites return the compliment sometimes with redoubled effect.13.
There is another episode in the beginning of the work
in which
Ramagita is introduced.
Rama himself reveals his divine charac-

ter to Hantiman,

After

the

death

of Ravana,

Rama

returns

to

Ayodhya and performs the usual coronation
ceremony to proclaim
his accession.
At the end of the ceremony he ealls aside Hanuma
n
and asks Sita to give him the sacred message
containing the secrets
of his incarnation, as the monkey-chief by
his devotion and lifelong celibacy has established his claims
for this distinction.
The
monkey-chief is also warned not to divulge
the secret to those
who do not believe in Rama.
The author seems to be feeling ner-

argument against this view, as there is no
such scholars have never taken it seriously.

10. The rivalry between
even now.
11.

The

abode

evidence

in its support,

the two cults is not a myth

and

as

but a living faith

of Siva. .

12. Hitdu Gos and Heroes by Dr. L. D, Barnett. p. 120.

13. Visnu is often represented as lying
on his snake-bed with his right
hand in the act of putting a Vilwa-leaf
on a Sivalingam.
There is also the
story of Brahma and Visnu going round
Siva to measure his stature.
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From the point of view of human psychology and political intrigue it is easy to understand the line of thinking pursued by
Rama in his dealings with Bali.
In Sugriva he found a fellow
sufferer like himself, a victim of circumstances over which he had
no control. As adversity makes one acquainted with strange bedfellows, the two were naturally drawn towards each other to work

out

their own

ends.

Each

needed

the

other’s

help,

and

in the

circumstances in which they were placed there was no reason to
suspect the bonafides of either.
Though Bali was decidedly more
powerful than Sugriva and could have managed what Rama wanted more easily, he could not be expected to throw himself heart

and

soul

into

Rama’s

affair

like Sugriva,

to whom

Rama

could

dictate his terms.
In the case of Bali, Rama must necessarily depend upon his good will, which he had reason to doubt in view
of the friendly relation that subsisted between the lord of Kiskin-

dha and the lord of Lanka’.
After the compact with Sugriva the
seriousness of the situation dawned on Rama.
Bali was no

ordinary foe.
His strength was superhuman, and as a fighter he
possessed rare courage and will power.
In his treatment of
Sugriva, his own brother, there was ample evidence of his revenge-

ful spirit.
It is quite
such a formidable hero.

conceivable that Rama hesitated to face
No wonder, that Sugriva at first doubted

Rama’s capacity to kill Bali, the magnitude of whose prowess he
had learned to his 008176,
Having pledged his solemn word to
Sugriva, Rama had to save his honour; and the only
alternative
left was to take Bali by surprise, following the dictates
of expediency rather than the canons of warfare.
He was encouraged tone
do it by the fact that the use of bows and arrows, in which
Rama
was proficient, was unknown to the Vanaras, who counted on
their
physical strength.
Rama’s action is on a par with the political

murders

committed

in various

countries

of the world

ancient and modern times when differences of: opinion
tween individuals and the king or the party in power.77

in
occur

both
be-

75. Ravana’s discomfiture at the hands of Bali, who
had the Raksasa king
hanging on his tail for years through Narada’s
mischief, made them depart
as friends.
Scie
76. Rama had to perform two feats—throwing the
head of Dundubhi and
cutting the seven palm trees at one stroke—to convince
Sugriva of his
strength.
5
௫.
;
ரர். Modern dictatorial Europe (Germany, Russia and
Italy) affords ample
illustration of the systematic application of this principle.
ப
(a) Mr. C. V. Vaidya’s justification of Rama’s conduct
on the basis
of the sovereign rights of superior races to interfere
in cases of misrule
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cause, inspired by vengeance as well as the desire to possess Sita,
and soon arrives in the guise

clever accomplice Marica.

of an ascetic at Janasthana

Thus

with

the two principal heroes

epie are brought face to face for the first time, and
round Ravana scores, flying to his abode with Sita.

his

of the

in the

first

The conduct of the two may now be examined.
In dealing
with.a woman of the Raksasa race as Rama has done, he has disregarded all conventions of chivalry, causing the gravest injury
to the honour of that race, and Ravana as their champion has
every right to interfere.
In this case there is sufficient provocation.
Profession of love by Surpanakha is but a natural instinct,
. and her move can by no means be regarded as improper.
If her conduct borders on immodesty, it must be remembered
at the same
time that she is a denizen of the forest and cannot be expected to
know: the code of behaviour obtained among sophisticated folk.
Her
forward nature on the other hand has an element
of:
daring innocence which is after all not so despicable.
As we do
not hear from Ramayana about her husband, we have to presume
that she was not blessed with one at the time.
In that case her
advances must be deemed quite legitimate, or at any rate, do not
deserve blame.
Even assuming, that her lack of modesty was
punished by her disfigurement, the punishment is far out of proportion to her supposed crime.
The personal safety of Sita
demanded that Sarpanakha must be kept out of the way, but there
are evidently better methods of accomplishing that.
Rama and

Laksmana

or either of them

could

easily

bring her to her senses.
The argument
Rama should have killed her forthwith for
and that he refrained from it from a sense
never permitted the killing of a woman.

overpower

her

and~

is often advanced that
her improper advances,
of Aryan Dharma which
The plea comes with ill

grace from those who pass off without comment the death of
Ta-

taka, which was deliberately planned by Viswamitra,

who

had the

willing co-operation of Rama in that venture. It is also sometimes
held that it was to save Sirpanakha from the consequences of her
excessive passion that Rama thought of deformity as a
deterrent
punishment to her. This is a strange contention which
approves
of punishment*in anticipation of a possible crime.
We might as
well suggest that if Rama was to embark on a campaign of
reform,
he might more profitably have carried out his ideas
in his own
family, where there were already cases requiring such
summary
treatment.

©

Now turn for a moment to Ravana.
He evidently believed in
the maxim ‘an eye for an eye.’ For a woman disgraced among
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she is a ‘ chartered libertine,’ than on Ravana, who only sought to
exercise a right which other heroes who had access to heaven
enjoyed. Indra in mythology rules over a realm where pursuit
of pleasure is cultivated as a fine art along with other fine arts,
viz., music and dance, and nymphs like Urvasi and Rambha® play
the leading role in the whole drama.
They entertain heroes®®

of this

world

to the

Dévas,

as well
and

as the

are ready

other,

who

to offer their

had

rendered

company

service

also to them.

It is stated in the Puranas that this incident with Rambha occurred
when Ravana was
discretion.’
None

this

act.

His

young and may be regarded as a ‘ youthful intherefore, will blame Ravana too severely for

character

that of Indra, who

makes

and

the

contaminates

indeed

commands

use of his nymphs

atmosphere

of

both

greater

respect

than

for various purposes,

heaven

and

earth,

throwing temptation in the way of even ௨500110857, not to speak of
vigorous worldly men like Ravana.
Critics are often prepared to
pass Indra without notice, while they subject Ravana to a deal of

unfair criticism.
Raksasas.

Our observations on Ravana’s conduct
were they?
Who
subject of the origin and nature of
us to the wider
take
much has been written by various
whom
about
race,
the Raksasa

writers. Some try to make out that they were cannibals® and a
barbarous race. But they are at the same time confronted with
m
a problem in which they are obliged to reconcile their cannibalis
certain other statements about Raksasas, such as their
with
testify
beauty®*, their origin®®, their knowledge of Vedas, which

Tilottama.
85. There are two more in the group, Méenaka and
in Puranas. Purtnments
entertai
such
of
instances
several
are
86. ‘There
The former was
ravas and Dagaratha were recipients of such honours.
on earth to please him.
very much attached to Urvasi, who had to take birth
. Indra is always
87. Viswamitra and Narayana are classical instances
attaining heaven.
of
purpose
the
for
es
austeriti
ng
performi
men
of
jealous
in penance
He sent Ménaka to distract the attention of Viswamitra engaged
In the case of Narayana, another ascetic,
which she disturbed twice.
There wate several such instances.
Urvagi took the place of Menaka.
88.

Riddle

89.

Ibid.

90.

Ravana

of Ramayana,

(Note
is

p.

2, p.

descen

91. Ravana and his,
Ancient Indian Historj
sacrifices performed
rituals very closely.

6 aecligious.
[p. 277,
(1922)].
The homa
esemble the Vedic

.
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human soul that had realised the futility of ravage, devastation
and mutual annihilation.
The theme of Adhyatmam suited him
and his age, and so he made the choice.
The following lines proclaim the object which he had in view in composing his work, viz.
the mental peace of his brethren. s
‘Adhyatma pradipakamatyantam rahasyami—
Tadhyatmaramayanam mrtyusasanaproktam ~
Adhyayanam caititum martyajanmikalkellam
Muktisiddhikkumasandigdhamijjanmam kondé.’ *

[| ‘Adhyatma Ramayanam
expounds the Adhyatma

revealed by Siva is the most secret as it
(esoteric) -knowledge.
Men who recite

it are sure to attain salvation in this birth”.]

The inspiration be-

hind his message was not merely one of religious enthusiasm, but
was characteristic of a poet-seer who gave his readers through the
magic of his words aesthetic pleasure first and salvation later. The
process made them doubly prepared for the message.
In this respect he is on the same plane as Kamban in Tamil and Tulsidas
in
Hindi.
Neither of these poets thought of translating into his
own
language the original epic word by word.
The epic of Valmiki
along with the vast multitude of connected legends
that had

gathered round

the personality

of Rama

constituted the founda-

_ ion on which they raised their superstructure, of
which the design
and finish were entirely theirs.
EZuttaccan also is a follower of.
the same method, with the difference that he
based his work on °
Adhyatma Ramayanam instead of Valmiki’s
epic.
An original
genius like him could hardly be bound down
by any other work,
and he has taken every liberty with the theme
to make his venture
a first class production.
Sometimes we find him closely following
the original, especially when enunciating a religious
doctrine.
But
at other times we notice his readiness to illuminate
the dark corners of the original, elucidate what is obscure
in the latter or introduce new ideas to paint a situation in the
new light.
In doing
this he has made ample use of his knowledge
of other works on
Ramayana.06 The example of his predecessor
must have encourag-
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course like this.

A story like

Rama’s never loses its charm in retelling.
On the contrary, it
gathers new lustre and beauty, like purified gold, from every attempt at recounting it.
்

Ezuttaccan’s epic.
We

will now

proceed to examine

Ezuttaccan handles his theme
of his poetry.

a few instances to show

how

and indicate certain characteristics

One can hardly read two pages in Ezuttaccan’s work before he
is struck by the devotional fervour of the poet.
The mere men-

tion of Rama immediately conjures up the figure of his idol before
him, and a series of epithets follows to transform into words what
the

poet

experiences
in his mind.

If there

is an

occasion

for

a

praise of the hero, the poet identifies himself completely with the.
All
character who does it and makes it as elaborate as possible.
Being,
Supreme
the
as
Rama
proclaim
which
the divine attributes

along with a review of his achievements and graces, particularly
the God’s personal interest in his devotees, find a place in it. There
is a remarkable peculiarity about these praises or stotras. In the

A.

R.

every

alternate

page

contains

a stotra.

Although

the

God

to be praised is the same and his attributes also are more or less
similar, Ezuttaccan’s stétras are never monotonous, owing to his

amazing command over the vocabulary and the intensity of his
‘The reader never loses sight of Rama’s per‘emotional fervour.
and the immensity of his compassion
mission,
divine
sonality, his

and kindness to his Bhaktas.

The original Adhyatma was also in-

.

reader never |
. tended to sing the glory of Rama as a God, but the
does from
he
as
this
of
impression
an
derives so lively and abiding
permeate
feelings
personal
own
poet’s
‘The
work.
E¥uttaccan’s
and —
every line of the stdtras in his work, which as pen-pictures
literaMalayalam
in
either
parallels
lyrical compositions have few
ture or in other literatures of the world.
Ezuttaccan’s

The

Rama..

character

of

the

hero

is

not

the

same

as

we find

gives us the picture
which
it in the original Adhyatmam,
in season and
importance
own
its
preaches
that
divinity
-a
of

‘out of season, but lamentably fails as a human being. Whenever
the author of the A. R. attempts to introduce humag elements into
it, he goes to the other extreme and makes the character grotesque.

‘EZuttaccan’s conception is different.
as well as for men.

His hero is an ideal for gods

If he is the most compassionate

and powerful

I make
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no distinction between

AGE

a friend and a 10௨,118

Nor am I capable of killmg an enemy.
Even the destroyer of Antakal®
decision.
Still, please give me your bow
I shall try my hand at it
Do not be offended if I fail.

cannot

go

against

_

your

e grace
This is followed by a beautiful description of Rama’s infantil

the satirical
and demeanour, which defies translation and raises
is a maspiece
whole
The
pot.
boiling
its
to
tone of the speech

ter-piece of irony,.in which every word is like a shaft.

Ezuttac-

in
ean’s skill in such compositions is unrivalled and they abound
of
quality
This
arata.
Mahabh
and
na
the pages of his Ramaya
It
e.
pleasur
with
always
it
to
revert
readers
his
makes
his poetry
The more you
is entertaining and at the same time thoughtful.
read it the more you enjoy it. The description of it as ‘ Alocanamrta’ fits it admirably, for like nectar it never palls on the palate.
-It is no wonder that Malayalis read his works daily as a matter of
religious duty.
A similar occasion arises when Rama meets Kaikeyi after the
latter started her diabolical game on the eve of his coronation.

Valmiki

makes

Rama

expound

the virtues

of filial dharma

and

renunciation and declare that he is capable of the highest: sacrifice
‘for the sake of his father whose obligations are as important as
his own.
Says Rama :—
:
“T pray you to lay to your heart well that the hollow joys

of life have no power over me and that I am as dispassionate as the sages that abide in the holy forest.
I pray you
remember carefully that I hold my life of value only so

far as it serves to fulfil His Majesty’s pleasure.
of any higher Dharma

Know

than to wait on the pleasure

of my

father and serve him in thought, word and deed’’?120 ©

118.
119.
120.

This can be also interpreted philosophically.
Siva, who killed Antaka, the God of death.
Val. Ramayana, translation by C. R. S., verse 80, p. 96.
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At the same time EZuttaccan takes care to mention Bali’s
immense power, which had made him forget himself and pay
scanty attention to the condition of his brother, who after all was
not despicable.
Rama’s’ speech in the Mal. A.R., magnifies this

weakness of Bali, and it is this trait of his character that impresses
Ezuttaccan’s

readers more

than anything

else.

Those who read the original A.R., feel very much disappointed that its author has disposed of the gigantic fight between the
two brothers in a couple of lines, and that too as a mere statement
of fact.
Our poet has given us a vivid description of it in twentyfour lines, which thrills the readers.
A similar description is
presented to the reader whenever a fight occurs in the story,”
which the author of the original A.R.,
dismisses
summarily.
Ezuttaccan when writing the epic never forgets that the members
of his community who were warriors by profession would welcome
such passages and derive
considerable
intellectual satisfaction
from them.
Both his Ramayana and Mahabharata have plenty of
such descriptions, which in point of vividness and force are
equalled only by the pen-pictures of his favourite deity.

The master stroke of Ezuttaccan in the delineation of Rama’s
character appears when

Ravana

falls down

dead on the battlefield.

Vibhisana exhibits sorrow at the death of his brother,

and so do

Mandodari and other Raksasa women.
It is a solemn occasion when
the victor rejoices at the culmination of ‘his prolonged struggle
and anxiety, in glorious triumph.
On the other side of the pic.
ture, is the pathetic scene that witnesses the pangs of separation,
destitution and destruction felt by the surviving relations of the
vanquished.

The hero who baffled the imagination and efforts of his
-enemies
for a considerable
time
put up
a strenuous
fight,
admirable in plan and execution, till the last breath escaped from
his body.
He may have had his own faults and weaknesses.
But as a fighter he showed marvellous energy, skill and courage.
Nor did he lack the ingenuity in devising stratagems when neces-.
.sary for his purpose.
Never for a moment did he waver, in spite ©
of adverse counsel.
He believed in the cause he fought for,
who was seduced by Sahajati, who approached her in the guise of her hus- band. There is ng, mention of Bali in it; and the fight is between the seducer
of Tara afid Sugrjva.
This setting of the story reminds us of the Ahalya
episode

in

Ramayana,

‘

129. Khara’s fight, which is described in detail by Ezuttaccan,
instance.
Yuddhakandam is full of such descripfions.

is another
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and never hesitated to lay down his life for it.
The energy
and the determination which he displayed were always echoed by
those who stood by him and whom he inspired by his example.
Any unbiassed reader of Ezuttaccan’s Ramayana will be struck by
the remarkable personality of Ravana, who drew ftom life its’
choicest gifts and faced its worst risks and dangers with equal
cheerfulness born of the spirit of adventure and heroism.
It is
impossible even for enemies not to be drawn irresistibly towards
a character of such all round magnanimity.
்
In the

who

original

A. R. Rama

appears

as a cold-blooded

soldier

takes death as a matter of course and does not attach much

importance to it. He despises the lamentations of Vibhisana, who de-

serted his elder brother at a most critical hour and played no inconsiderable part in his
to tears at his death.
heart’s content, and

downfall, but who nevertheless was moved
He does not allow Vibhisana to weep to his
asks him to arrange immediately for the

-eremation of the dead body of the fallen foe. Such a procedure
was quite repugnant to Ezuttaccan’s sense of public conduct, and
he converts his Rama into a noble enemy who is- eager to
pay

his

question.

homage

In

this

to the

departed

respect

he

hero

follows

whose

the

greatness

Adikavi,8°

is beyond

adding

his

utterance. It
own personal touches to raise the sublimity of the
who in the
he
and
death,
beyond
hostility
carry
to
is not heroic

to the fallen
exultation of triumph does not forget to pay his tribute
_

additional lustre on
enemy attains a moral dignity which sheds
of one’s duty to
part
a
also
is
It
his already established glory.
takes partiEzuttaccan
out,
pointed
already
have
I
As
the dead.
for
responsible
himself
cular care that his hero should never make
Ravana
about
says
Rama
what
is
Here
any such lapse of conduct.
to console Vibhisana :—

battle and
“ FJe131 is a great hero, having faced me in
well.
end
his
fought and met
It ill befits his journey to the
Do not mourn for him.
:
.
other world.
battle.
in
die
to
kings
heroic
Know, it is the duty of
“heaven
Only virtuous souls who die fighting attain the
of heroism ’.182 He has no more taints :
So do the ‘ after-rites ’,193 without delay.

130. Ramayan of Valmiki (Griffith’s), Canto CXI, 9 p. 289 1915).

rior King has nobly died...... Jooesnen
132.
131. Malayalam A. R. p. 263.

Viraswarga.

133.

The warர்
5
Sésakriya.

-
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No such phenomenon appears in
_ omission is not without justification.
if as the original A..R. wishes us to
Ravana’s soul attaining union with
supreme soul, the form of the latter
the work Rama is represented as
appears in the divine form only to
-too in secret. So long as the human
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Ezuttacean’s version, and the
Rama is in human form; and
believe, this passage symbolises
Rama, who is regarded as the
also should change. Throughout
Visnu in human form, and he
Kausalya at his birth, and that
form is retained, it is but appro-

priate that its functions also are presented as human.

In the case

of all whom Rama killed, a similar light appears, according to
the author of the original A.R..152 and Ezuttaccan, but the light
in all such instances ascends to heaven to join the divine light.
-The distinction in Ravana’s case is that he is the chief enemy of
Rama,
and EzZuttaccan emphasises this fact by a simple but
suggestive statement that he fell and his soul ascended to heaven.
’ Stta.

The heroine of the Ramayana is looked upon as an ideal of
‘wifely devotion, like her sisters Savitri and Damayanti, capable of
Even the worst calamities in the
immense suffering in its cause.
form of forcible separation from her husband and imprisonment by
another person who harasses her by professions of love and. threatens her with death in the event of refusal, are not strong enough
She
to make her swerve from the high principle she cherishes.
appears more as a personification of a principle than as a being
Such perfection is often
with a human touch and individuality.
associated with divinity, and Sita also shares it with her husband

in the Hindu scheme of things.

As in the case of Rama, Ezuttaccan

lowering
has assigned a dual role to Sita also. — Without in any way
world of
her from the exalted position she occupies in the
mythology, Ezuttaecan subtly attempts to humanise the character.
that it
When describing her marriage with Rama he remembers
is

a

divine

union,

and

no

word

suggestive

of

the

usual

erotic

even
sentiment finds a place in the description. But he also feels that
entirely
is
it
if
charm
its
of
the union of divinities loses much
He therefore, makes his Sita put the “ gardivorced of romance.
land of glances ” 153 on Rama before she puts on him the garland
This like an electric switch, illumines the whole ocof marriage.

casion,

Euttacean

in a word

is an adept in such subtle touches expressed

or two that hide a world

152,

Viradha, Kabandha.

153.

‘Nétrolpala

Mala—p.

27

A. R.

of meaning.

ட்
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During their flight from Lanka back. to Ayodhya Rama deseribes to Sita the various localities on the way which are associated

with his activities. When they reach Kiskindha, the kingdom of the
Vanaras, Sita according to Ezuttaccan expresses a desire to see the
wives of the monkey chiefs, and the Vimdna lands there to pick
them up.
In the well known version of Valmiki’s work no such
request is made by Sita, although Mr. Griffith says that it is mentioned in the N:W. recension of the epic.454 Kamban in his immortal

work? introduces a passage to that effect ; but he leaves the Vanara .
women behind after the exchange of courtesies.
Ezuttaccan’s Sita
invites them to Ayédhya, and they join the triumphal party in their
journey thither.
She even qualifies her request by the remark
that they had been separated from their husbands long, and there
is none who knows the pangs of separation better than she. Sita’s
behaviour on the occasion cannot be regarded as a ‘palpable inter- ruption,’ as Mr. Griffith terms it.
On the other hand, to ignore’ 3
the Vanara women in the hour of victory and triumph in view of °
what their husbands had done for her sake and the sake of her ்
husband would be the height of ingratitude.
They are all return-*
ing home to celebrate the happy termination of their troubles, and
it is but proper that the wives of the vanara chiefs should also
be
allowed
to participate in their joy.
It. would have been different
if they had gone some other way. Whether Ezuttaccan got the
idea
from the little known N. W. version of Valmiki, or, whether
it was
his own
suggestion, or whether he drew his
inspiration from
Kamban, it is not easy to say.
From his general attitude towards
the details of personal relationship and social conduct,
of which
there are innumerable instances in his work, it seems
quite possible that the idea may have occurred to him independently.

Bharata

and Hanaman.

These two characters stand on a level of their own
in Ramayana.
In their absolute self-surrender and devotion to
Rama they
are supreme examples of Bhakti, which Ezuttaccan
regards above
all other virtues of which the human soul is capable.
It is impossible to’ resist tears when one reads the description
in the Malayadam A. R. of Bharata’s mental agony caused by
the news of his
father’s death and Rama’s exile due to his mother’
s intrigue.
He immediately wants to clear away any misunde
rstanding and
SS

ய
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154. Ramayan of Valmiki, note under ற. 293,
Kumbak6énam edition (Yud: Kand, p. 470).
155. Kamba-ramayana Caritam, ற. 411,

(Griffith), Vol. V.
:
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Introductory.

ட் The

change from Hzuttaccan’s Adh:

Ramayana

to his Maha-

bharatam is like the one from flower to fruit. In the one we enjoy
the fragrance and the promise of a fruit and in the other the real
sweetness in its finished manifestation.
If the analogy is stressed
further, we have to presume that there must have been a reasonable

interval

between

the

flower

and

the

fruit,

although

evi-

dence
as
to
the
actual
point
of
time is
lacking.
As
we
have
pointed
out
at
the
end
of
the
last
chapter,
Adh.
Ramayana leaves the impression that the poet has not
employed his powers to their fullest capacity, either through
the handicap which the subject matter entailed, or through the
sense that they should be reserved for. something better.
The
difference in the general tone and execution between both is
pretty obvious even to a casual reader.
In Ramayana a high note
of idealism prevails and the language employed is correspondingly
serious and heavy, although its natural genius appears now and
then in spite of a conscious effort to control it. In Mahabharata
the poet’s art breathes a wider freedom in scope and range that
could be born only of complete mastery and mature growth.
Perhaps, the themes of the two epics rendered this change necessary
of
is a unity
there
Ramayana
Adh.
In
desirable.
and
the
of
play
free
the
restricts
necessarily
which
design

poet's

fancy,

purpose

a struggle

as

in

it

is

not

between

the

which

he

has

purely

endeavoured
poetic.

philosopher

and

to

Therein

the

poet,

achieve
we

the

a

witness

former

keen on reform, attempting the unique experiment of clothing in
poetic garb his sublimest thoughts, which are not quite compatible

with pure poetry, while the latter asserts himself when occasions
offer in spite of the restraints imposed by the former.
In Bharata
no such struggle is visible: the two have wonderfully combined,
jeaving the lead to poetry.
Whether the change, which has been
no doubt, a distinct gain so far as literature is cbncerned, is due to
the growing conviction that while philosophy chantes pogtry lasts,
it is not easy to determine.
As the proverb goe8 in Malayalam,
we shall be satisfied rather with the sweets supplied, than enquire
the formula of their preparation.
ள்
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Mahabharatam to distinguish his version from the Bharata?’
<A
similar uncertainty exists about the actual beginning of the Sanskrit epic.
“Some believe,” it is said, “that Mahabharatam begins
with Uparicara, others with Astika, and others still with the word
Manu” .® It is usual in many ancient works to give a surnmary of
the contents in the prologue; and in the Malayalam Bharata the
first parvam.
Paul6émam, answers that purpose.
We find the
same in Valmiki’s epic. Whether this first parvam is by the original author or subsequent editors or compilers it is not easy to
say.
In the Astikam it is clearly stated that Ugrasravas is repeating or retelling what has already been narrated before by Vai- Sampayana. As Mr. Vaidya concludes, there is absolutely no doubt

about the two editions which the original form of the story underwent and also the name oi the poets who made those compilations,. smmce both mention Vyasa, on whose work theirs were
based. The first person to issue the epic story in some concrete
form was apparently a Vydsa.2
The word Vyasa may mean
simply an editor or compiler; and each of the works to which it is
attached had at least one (sometimes more than one) Vyasa who
put it into orderly shape.
Mahabharatam.

The

history

of criticism.

Tt is again not easy to determine the precise forms the epic
assumed in different stages.
The study of the epic, particularly in
the west, beginning from Mr. C. Lassen (1837) to Mr. E. Washburn
Hopkins (1915) 19 has revealed many illuminating facts, and two
schools of thought have emerged, one favouring the analytical
method and the other the synthetic method.
The former is ably
championed by Mr. E. W. Hopkins, whose masterly analysis resulted in the assumption that in the developmental history of the epic
there were, four distinct stages, viz :—

(1)

ரீ.
each
.C.

V.

400 B.C., when there was only a collection
lays in which Pandavas were unknown.

of

Bharata

Wyasa is supposed to have taught his work to five of his pupils ; and
one of them is said to have produced a separate edition of the epic.
Vaidya,

Mahabharata:

A

Criticism,

p.

4.

:

8. C. V. Vaidya, The Mahabharata: A Criticism, p. 2.
.
9. From the enormous amount of literature from the Védas down
to the
_ Puranas that shelter under the wings of this name one must hesitate
to regard
him as one individual. The name may as well imply an institution that existed
for several centuries. See V. R. R. Dikshitar, Some Aspects of Vayu
Purana
(Madras University), p. 50.
:

10.

The author of The Great Epic of India.

i
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400-200 B.C., when the Mahabharatam
tale sprang up
with Pandavas as the heroes, and Krsna as a demi-god.
200 B.C. to 100 or 200 A.D., when Krsna assumed the
importance of a supreme God, and interpolations of a
didactic nature and many episodes were added.

(4)

200-400 A.D., when the introduction and the later parts
்
:
were added.1!

The

other school, headed by Mr.

J. Dahlmann,

that the epic has a unity of its own.!2

holds

the view

He also admits the exist-

ence of two distinct elements in it, narrative and didactic, which
were combined by a clever diaskeuast who gave it its present
form. Mr. G. J. Held#® the latest exponent of this school, who elaborates the thesis further on ethnological lines, also emphasises
the unity of the epic.
The necessity of approaching the epic
from two such opposite view-points is not quite apparent.
The

analytical school does not ignore the fact that the main stream of
legends embodied in the epic, centres round the Bharata line of
kings, although extraneous stories also have found their way into
it by way of answer to the questions of the listeners to the narraThe synthetic school on the other hand, admits that the matetor.

rials of which the epic is composed, are of two different kinds.

So

To admit difference in the nature
far there is common ground.
of the subject matter, which might probably be the result of interto
ference with the epic material by different hands, is to agree
which
background
cultural
The
of interpolation.
the theory
is not
necessitated the alterations in the epic at different stages
the
both
for
reason
more
There is therefore,
disputed by either.
their
to
stick
to
than
ground
common
schools to establish a
The form in which we find the epic now is
extreme view-points.

no doubt, the work

+

of the last compiler. The question of his in-

point which
debtedness to the previous editors is a disputed
minute
more
The
method.
analytical
the
by
settled
only be

can
the

analysis is, the better will be the results achieved and the greater

gigantic literary
the volume of information collected, out of this
entered into
story
Pandava
the
that
supposing
Even
venture.

it at a later stage, its connection with the Bharata

story is un-

In any case, it must ‘have been there when Vaisamquestionable.
the epic to Janaméjaya, who, as the lineal desrelated
payana
ட
ல

11.
12.

13,

9

=
ல்
The Great: Epic of India, pp. 397-398.
Quoted in The Mahabharata, by G. J. Held, p. 14.

es

The. author of “The Mahabharata, An Ethnological Study”, 1935,

-
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suggest that to the poet’s mind the important part of the epic is
yet to follow, and that the portion narrated’so நீவா நீத an entity by
itself.
‘The Khandava episode ends in an unqualified vietory: and
both Narayana and Nara are active participants in it. ‘This also”
reminds us of the invocatory $léka in which the blessings of both
Narayana2! and Nara are sought to help the poet to narrate
‘Jayam’ (Victory).
In the epic as it is, the end does not take the
form of victory; rather it is the reverse.
The Pandavas, bereft of
all their ancient glory, were unable to defend themselves against
the ‘attacks of barbarians and were obliged to go on a pilgrimage,

giving up all their earthly interests.
on the way,

One

after another they fall

except the eldest brother, who

is the only person

sidered fit to enter heaven in his human
sight

of Duryddhana,

who

had

asked

form.

for his

Even

con-

there

shortlived

the

heavenly

seat at the time of his cousin’s entry in it, was not a happy event. *
A culmination like this can by no stretch of imagination be called
a ‘victory’.

The way in which Ezuttacean

concludes

Sambhavam-

therefore raises a doubt whether he believed that, in the figura-

tive language of Mr. Hopkins, this was the kernel round which
the threads of other stories were subsequently woven by Vaigsampayana and others.2?
It must also be stated at the same time
that Hzuttacean leaves it at that and does not make any positive
statement on the question.

The other parvams follow the course of the story narrated in
the original epic, omitting many of the didactic disquisitions like
the Gita and Anugita and also Upakhyanams.
For instance, in
Aranyam only the story of Nala and the Ramayana are included,
although a passing statement
is made
that BrihadaSwa
and
others, told Yudhisthira a number of other stories and there is no time to describe them. Here another fact strikes us. In the summary of Ramayana, which is fairly big in proportion to the length -

of other episodes included in the work,

the

limits

21.

of a summary.

Narayanam

Namaskrtya

KonI@OWMEMAMMo

»

Meas0

<

In

a

chapter

Naram

MeeEMNea

© avoav.a') ayjocmaeoayo

* ஸலிவு ஐமூ220ஐஆ.!!
22,

.23.

The

Great

Dhaumya

Epic

and

of India,

.
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00003810௩௩

p.

Markandéya.

363.

.

the presentation
covering

twenty

Jayamudirayét,

exceeds
pages,
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eleven pages are devoted to the Ramayana story. Nota single main
event in the Ramayana is omitted, and many important details4
also find a,place there. One episode particularly deserves mention.

Laksmana’s arrival at Kiskindha to communicate to the Vanara
chief Rama’s displeasure at the unusual delay in fulfilling his part of the

agreement .is treated

at length

and

occupies

a much

larger

space than that allotted to it in Adh. Ramayana, When Laksmana
starts, he thinks that as one elder brother had been killed by
another elder brother, one younger brother could very well deal
with the other younger brother.
When he appears at the gate
of Kiskindha and sounds his bowstring, the whole Vanara host
trembles, and Sugriva at the advice of Hanuman sends Tara first
to
greet
Laksmana.2°
The
description
which
Ezuttaccan
makes
of
Tara
in
Bharatam
is
different
from
what
we
._ find in Adh.
Ramayana.
Here
the
WVanara
beauty
is presented
in
all
her
sensuous
splendour, purposely
designed

_to

distract

the

attention

of

Laksmana,

is

who

found

to

“be in a hostile and angry mood. _ She welcomes him more like
a lover than a host, exposing her charms to his admiring gaze.
Laksmana as in ordinary life, yields
This had the desired effect.

to the influence of womanly
The importance

beauty on man.76

of Krsna in Ezuttaccan’s epic.

The above analysis gives the impression that Bzuttaccan’s
the story
handling of the story was mainly guided by the idea that
importhe
is
genius,
guiding
of the Pandavas,2” with Krsna as their
subsidiary
are
episodes
other
the
All
tam.
tant part of Mahabhara
The episodes which he has selected for
to this main theme.
other parvams
somewhat detailed treatment in Sambhavam and
story the
Pandava
the
In
this.
illuminate
to
are intended only
Krsna appears in the story for
importance of Krsna is obvious.
he recognises the
the first time at the marriage of Draupadi, when

- Pandavas
brother.

in the guise
Their

of Brahmans

relationship

as

and points them

paternal

cousins

is

out to his

cemented

by

Marica, “ Janaki! Laksmana!”
24. For instance, even the deceptive cry of
Re
:
.
226-237
pp.
Bh.,
M.
Mal.
.
finds mention
wife.
his
with
na
Laksma
s
receive
only
Sugriva
Bh.,
25. In the original M.
Kamban also gives a similar turn to the situation.
(K. K. Bh., p. 629).
ty getting, the upper
26. This is an example of Ezuttaccan’s poetic sensibili es
; ;
outlook.
hic
philosop
his
over
hand
and omits
heaven
to
hira
Yudhist
-of
ascent
the
with
es
27. He conclud
the original epic.
Khilaparva and Harivamsa, which are appended to
ப

.
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Vidura sums up the whole
the ‘doctrine of Karma.2

philosophy

by

oe
coupling

1/1

Destiny

with

EZuttacean employs this doctrine as a running commentary on
the Mahabharatam story, in which one party, though much superior
to the other in equipment and valour, perishes through the play
_ of Destiny, while the other, though deficient in many respects,
wins by the same agency impersonated in Krsna.
He thus illustrating the domination of the divine will over human will and power,
introduces -his pet doctrine of Bhakti as the only means of turn-

ing Destiny in one’s favour.
Ezuttaccan’s

er

omissions—Hariscandra

and

Savitri.

In the light of the above considerations, the omissions we notice in his work appear to have been made deliberately, and
based on certain principles.
Instances of omissions are innumerable ; and both the narrative and didactic parts have been equally
Two of the numerous episodes omitsubjected to the guillotine.
One such is the story of
«ted may be noticed as. typical cases.
Harigcandra in Udyégam, which has been recalled by Narada to
Ezuttaccan
remind Yudhisthira of the virtues of the Rajasuya.
dismisses the whole episode in a line, while the original devotes
some pages to it. The other relates to Savitri, the paragon of
illustrate the
‘the stories
Both
Hindu mythology.
chastity in

triumph

of human will power

over Destiny.

HariScandra under-

goes all sorts of miseries, arising out of his degradation through the
the agent
machinations of Viswamitra, who in the story appears as
taking
Vasistha,
and
Viswamitra
between
rivalry
The
of Destiny.

the form of a challenge on the truthfulness of the great King,
the real motive force,
but his unconquerable

is

and HariScandra is not responsible for it;
will, not to swerve from the path of truth

Savitri also presents a similar problem.
ultimately triumphs.
in the
Even the God of Death, who claims the life of her husband
usual course of his dispensation, is amazed at her extraordinary
virtue, and
power acquired through her unparalleled devotion to

eventually complies with her request. Both these stories run counter
to the doctrine of Destiny which Ezuttaccan develops in his epic,

rejecand are out of tune with its general spirit. They are therefore,
reference.
a
even
not
is
there
ted. In the case of the Savitri episode

Probably
the

EZuttaccan also. thought

question

is asked

ச

42, Mal. Bha., p. 382.

it is not
ம்

very

that in the tontext
appropriate.
:

in the
ச்

in which

original
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personality inspires.

lectual abstraction.
wants

He

never looks upon

Krsna

as a mere

intel-

He is a presence to be felt and known.

his readers

also to love

as he does and as women

the charming

have

personality

already done.**

He

of Krsna

The incongruity

apparent in the combination of amorous propensity and philosophic
serenity that often puzzles critics of Krsna’s character has no place

in Ezuttaccan’s conception of Krsna. .
Other Characters.
with

Ezuttaccan’s imagination has invested the other characters also
a similar individuality of appeal, although it is less intense

than that of Krsna.
Bhisma with his dignified and philosophic
bearing, Drona with his relentless skill and acuteness, Karna with
his pompous boasting, Dhrtarastra with his crooked vision, Duryodhana with his self advertising pomp, Dussdsana with his ruthless cruelty, Sakuni with his low cunning, Yudhisthira with his
virtuous calm, Bhima with his impetuous strength, Arjuna with
his artful and engaging disposition, Vidura with his profound wisdom, Vyasa with his mysterious grandeur, and above all Krsna
with his transcendental splendour all pass before the reader’s mind
as beautifully
drawn pictures with a definite outline and expres-

sion.
Ezuttaccan’s poetry.
In

that

the

strikes

consideration

us

is

his

of

HZuttaccan’s

overmastering

as John Drinkwater suggests,
and the spirit of the age®®
ences in all poetry”.
Every

genius,

and

we

can

poetry

the first

personality.

thing

In

fact,

“the personality of the author .
are the most
important
influline of his is stamped
with his

distinguish

his

work

in

any

tion of Malayalam
poetry,
even though
the
author’s
is purposely concealed:
A graceful felicity of diction, the
ment of the style to the thought and situation, the absence
straining after effect, an innate beauty born of a natural
* words and not of any attempt at conscious embellishment, a

collec_ name
adjustof any
flow of
charm- *

ing finality of expression, above all a high moral tone and dignity,
are the most prominent

characteristics

of his poetry.

There

have

55. Ezuttaccan never describes the amorous adventures of Krsna. He
thinks that the God i is loved by women for his personal charms and the interest
he takes in them! In the Mahabharata Krsna saves the honour of Draupadi,
which act is by itself enough to win the regard of the fair sex.
56. We have discussed this in Chapter II.
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It is based on the Sanskrit Purana of the same title. As usual,
it is only the narrative material that is taken from the original.
The rendering is Ezuttaccan’s own. The work was underand the author
taken at the instance of Nétrandrayanan?
at
of Rama)*
(disciple
Sisya
Rama
a
‘is referred to as

men(brother)
person
same
is the
This Rama
end.
the
only
attempts
The poet
tioned by Ezuttaccan in the A.R.
to render the middle portion of the voluminous Purana, and
treats the stories of Jamadagni, Kartaviryarjuna and Sagara at
The fight between ParaSurama and Kartaconsiderable length.
of thrilling battle
viryarjuna reminds us of the descriptions
scenes in the poet’s Mahabharatam.
This story has
an _historical interest.
It is often taken as signifying the struggle between

Saivism and Vaisnavism
supremacy
in
is
a
devotee

or between Ksatriyas

and Brahmans

ancient
Hindu
Society.
of
Visnu.
Parasu
Rama

for

Kartaviryarjuna
is
a_
disciple

of Siva.
His faith is doubtful,
as he
appears
later
as
an incarnation of Visnu. Siva saves him on two critical situationsduring his prolonged fight with Kartaviryarjuna, from whose
Vaisnavic disc he escapes death by bowing to it. This attitude of
the enemy induces Kartaviryarjuna to regard him as a friend
and stop fighting, and during the trance into which he falls on
contemplating his deity he meets death at the hands of his foe.
Hzuttaccan’s description makes it clear that the victory of Parasu-

rama is not due to his superior skill but a matter
divine

of chance

or

will.

The poem is in the heroic mould, and the vigour of our poet’s
narration and diction is manifest throughout.
The story describing the digging of the earth by Sagara’s sons
in search of their sacrificial horse, the resultant encroachment by
the sea which submerged the sanctuary of Gédkarnam> and Parasu

Rama’s reclamation of it later, is of peculiar interest to the people
of Kerala as it looks like another form of the local myth in which
Kérala appears in place of Gdkarnam.
It is however, noteworthy
that EZuttaccan does not connect the two legends.

3.

The family name of Azuvancéri Tamprakkal, the Nambidiri high priest

:

of Malabar,

4... . Ranfasisyanal idam?
4 . 42
5.

In Sopth

.

௰௰00208)ஆ)02௦.”
00

Kanara.
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Uttararaémaiyanam,

is

next

theme

part

in

point

of*the

deals

of

earlier

with

merit.

Ravana’s

portion

of

the

the

abandonment

ancestry
poem,

of

has
provoked’
the
greatest
controversy
In it the poet follows Kannagéan’s “ Uttaram”

forms

and

Sita.’

the

the

latter

This

poem

among
scholars.
which is based on

that of Valmiki, and not the ‘ Uttaram’ of Adh. Ramayana. R. N.
Panikkar on that ground argues that it is not Ezuttaccan’s work.6 As’

P. K.

suggests,’ this is no argument

against his authorship,

as we

have seen from our study of A.R. and Mahabharatam that Ezuttaccan

has drawn from Valmiki and others, and that it is no disqualification.
But what about the original contributions and passages
in U. R. which are not traceable to the works of any previous
writers?
The following is one among many such instances.
It

describes the reactions
the forest.

of nature to the abandonment

of Sita in

“Seeing the sorrows of the lotus-eyed (Sita),
Alas! Trees and Creepers are mourning in sympathy.

Pity stops the river’s flow!
The sun stands perplexed !
Wind ceases blowing, and snakes
holes!

(wind-eaters)

hide

in

Birds keep silence on trees ! ”8
A careful student can easily detect the touch
masterhand in such passages.
Dévt Mahétmyam.

of Ezuttaccan’s

்

This is a small poem dealing with the Mother’s encounter with
various

hands.

Asuras

like

Madhu

and

Sumbha

and

their

death

at her

It forms an important part of the literature of the Sakti

cult. The mention of Ramacaryan removes all doubts about the
authorship, although it has to be classed as among the poet’s early
The narration is good, but other
productions in point of quality.
the poet was only beginning
Perhaps,
grow.
to
yet
qualities are
to feel the call of the muse and was yet unable to make up his
The inherited impulse of a Nayar for
mind about his loyalties.

the traditional worship of the Mother was claiming his genius, and
ப்
he was responding to the first call.
6.
7.
8.

Kérala Bhasa Sahitya Caritram,
Tunjattezuttaccan, p. 47.
Uttara Ramayanam, p. 64,

p. 436.
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Ezuttaccan’s name is intimately connected, as I have pointed
out in Chapter. II, with the worship of Sakti, which was and is a
popular cult among the Nayars of Malabar.
It is closely linked
with their martial traditions.
As a member of that community it
is possible that our poet wanted to do something for the cult, and
this poem was the outcome.
He seems to have created an esoteric
group among the followers of the Mother, and written an authoritative work for their use.*
Dévi Mahatmyam is said have been
composed for beginners.
The popular sect devoted to the Mother

worship or Kali worship derives its inspiration from the Daruka
legend.2 In Dévi Mahatmyam Darukan does not appear. Probably the distinction is purposely made
the popular mode of worship.
Harinima

to separate the esoteric from

Kirtanam.

Some comments have already been made in Chapter II on this
work when discussing the date of Ezuttaccan.
This is the only
one among his works in which the name of a Nilakanthan instead of
Raman, appears as that of his guru.
This fact by itself throws
a doubt on the theory ascribing its authorship to our poet.
In
respect of Mahabharatam and U. R. which contain no mention of
Raman, the evidence of Mss. fills the gap and supplies the necessary
confirmation.
No such authentic evidence is forthcoming to establish the authorship of Harinamakirtanam.
The internal evidence
of the work also justifies the suspicion.
The poet’s devotion to
Krsna, which assumes an emphatic form in the Mahabharatam is

absent

in this.

Nor

does

Rama come

in for special

considera-

tion. As the name indicates, it is a stdtra on Visnu.
Reference to
Vrndavana and amours of Krsna (V. 29), which our poet has studiously avoided in his notable works, is another reason to doubt the
authorship.
Above all, there is a request to the guru to correct
the composition, which indicates the author’s lack of confidence
in himself.
Ezuttaccan has never displayed any such tendency.
The difference in style is considerable.
But that consideration
may be waived if there is other overwhelming evidence.

* During my recent trip to Lokanarkavu (N. Malabar), I was told by the
people of the locality that Ezuttaccan once visited the temple and composed.
a ‘Dévi stétram’ at the request of its owners.
The story presents Kali as the daughter
ets peculiar to Malabar.
1
of Siva and not as his consort, in which role she appears in legends current
in other parts of India, vide Appendix VII.
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were drawn to each other by their temperament
is also
possible
that
this
saint
induced
compose

the A.R.

The

name

Dévanarayanan,4

and outlook.
lEzuttaccan
which

appears

It
to
in

the legend about the A.R., may be a mistake for Nétranarayanan,”
as such errors often occur in the oral transmission of anecdotes”
from age to age.
The identity of this Brahman saint with the
author of Tantrasamgraham, whose name is Nilakantha, is suggested by the fact that the latter also belongs to AZuvancéri.
Be-

sides their family names, members
have

personal names

‘senior member

too.

The

of titular families in Malabar

family

name

in official correspondence

is ‘often

used

by

the

on behalf of the house.

Since Nilakanthan’s date!® coincides with that of Ezuttaccan, the
assumption that both the names Nilakanthan and Nétranarayanan

‘apply to the same individual is not improbable.
The poets’ profici-.
- ency in Tantric ritual is perhaps, due to his association with this
famous * Tantrikan.’ But it does not follow that the other Nilakanthan mentioned in Harinamakirtanam and the author of
Tantrasamgraham

are identical persons.

Méppattar Bhattatiri.
Another name that deserves mention in this connection, is
that of Méppattur.
Here again, tradition is our main authority.
Their dates come very near each other, and they are separated

by one generation.
As Méppattir is supposed to have lived
more than a hundred years, there is a probability of his meeting

the poet-saint in his old age and seeking his advice about the
composition of his work Narayaniyam.1> There is one thing common

between them, and that is proved beyond doubt, by their works.
Both are advocates of Bhakti and devotees of Krsna. In the case of
Méppattur

personal

sufferings!®

intensified his devotional

fervour,

while with Hzuttaccan, it was the outcome of pure faith that stood

in need of no such inducement.

This similarity in outlook and

faith suggested by the general tenor of their major works and confirmed by tradition indicates the influence of Ezuttaccan on the
il.
12.
13.

The family name of the Raja of Ambalappuza.
The family name of the Azuvanceri priest.
:
1501 A.D.

14.

Vide

p.

62.

4

15. There is also an anecdote about a discussion between
_ telative importance of sound and meaning in literature.

்

them

on the

16. He was a confirmed paralytic.
The story goes that by the time he
finished his prayers
through
his work
he was
miraculously
restored
to health,
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EZUTTACCAN

VI

5

AS AN EPIC POET,
AND REFORMER

PHILOSOPHER

Ezuttaccan as an epic poet.
Epic poetry is often distinguished by the universality of its
- appeal and the sublimity of its thought and diction, The former is
due to the diverse interests it presents and the mass of human
experience it embodies.
The latter is the result of the high level at
which the characters are set. In the western world Homer, though
he possesses both, is noted for the first quality, and Dante and
Milton for the second.
In India epic poets have generally combined the two.
In point of diction Valmiki is considered superior to
Vyasa, who however, excels the former in universality of appeal.
In Tamil and Malayalam Kamban and Eiuttaccan respectively
have attained a similar distinction.
Though the characters in the
epics which he has rendered into Malayalam are not his creations, —as for that, the characters in most epics are mostly legendary
heroes—he has given them a new individuality and life which make
them appear almost as if created by him.
They are presented with
classic dignity and grandeur in the sublime style of his diction
and
thought, which he maintains throughout his major works.
Their
appeal has been therefore, universal and varied.
The people of
Malabar
look upon
them
as their own
heroes,
and
quote
them in their daily life in the setting in which they are
placed by |
the poet. Reference has been made to the practice of daily
recitation of his epics giving them a status which the works of
no other
poet in Malayalam have enjoyed before and after him.
There is
another quality of his poetry which has added to its popularity.
The charge of indecency has been laid at the door of the
epic poets
of India, among whom sensuousness and saintliness are
very often
inseparable.
It must be said to the credit of our poet that he has
never exposed himself to such an attack.
His works can be
read

in

a mixed

assembly

of

men

and

in any of them a sense of shame.
His
even the most sensuous of them, never
lysis of their features, in which Sanskrit
reader’s attention is focussed upon their
upon their various limbs. They are not

women

without

arousing

descriptions of heroines,
degenerated into an anapoets often indulge. The
general beauty and not
types either.
Everyone

of them is different from the other, and has an individual charm.
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His presentation of them never wounds the moral susceptib
ilities
of readers.
This unique quality has made his epics eminently fitted for daily recitation with reverence in every Malayali
home,
and they have raised the tone of its character and the sense
of
aesthetic appreciation of the people.
Their human touch endears
itself to all, however different their temperaments and interests,

Ezuttaccan

and his predecessors.
In diction and narrative ease Kannagsan comes almost near him,
but he Jacks Ezuttaccan’s vigour, vision, and variety.
Both have
handled identical themes, and certain ideas are common to them;
but even in such cases, when they pass through our poet’s artistic
mould they are thoroughly transformed and breathe a new vitality
and force. An instance may be cited. When Rama breaks the bow
at Janaka’s palace, KannasSan compares the sound to thunder :
the kings are frightened at it like snakes, and Sita is pleased like a
peacock. The expressions like ‘ Iti’ and ‘ Vettuka! which Ezuttaccan
uses to convey the same idea impress the reader with the actual
sound of the breaking of the bow. He also brings in a hen-peacoelk
to suit the analogy to the heroine. The characters of both have life.
While KannaSéan’s figures move only through the agency of himself, HZuttaccan’s do so of their own accord. In imagery Cerusséri
is more fertile, but he betrays symptoms of conscious effort. EZuttaccan’s pictures proclaim the dictum that “art lies in concealing
art.”
CeruSSéri relies on adornment for effect, while EZuttacand
of words
power
the natural
it through
achieves
can
displays his art through a situation,
One
their associations.
and the other presents a situation through his art. Both Kannas$an
and Ceruégéri lack Ezuttaccan’s versatility and finish.2 Nor have
they shown any skill in the art of dialogue, in which effective
speeches heighten the dramatic effect of situations in HZuttaccan’s
Krsna’s speech at the Court of the Kauravas arguing
poems.

the case of the Pandavas and Sakuntala’s defence of her rights are

remarkable

1,

examples

of this aspect of EZuttaccan’s poetry.

vannam.....--- Mal. A.R.
|
ANA asmmo2\eas
(ஐ.அ ௦/௦

Iti Vettitum

ம்
OB. E2192),
MSE) CoMIGAMDITECGB
௭2005
௨1
ஒலை வி ஊனி ரூஜஹே50௨10931 ௭௦0௮40

2. In the light of these remarks there is no need to comment on
view expressed by Dr, Burnell that Ezuttaccan was a mere translator,
E—21
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The other recognises the two as distinct entities, and
essence.16
Ezuttaccan
aims at the union rather than the fusion of the two.

Nor does he
has never shown any inclination to the latter view.
recognise the doctrine of Varnasrama Dharma, which Ramanuja

He seems to have comemphasises on the authority of the Gita.
bined Adwaita with the Bhakti aspect of Visistadwaita, perhaps
under the influence of the wave of the Bhakti movement which
swept over the whole of India during that century.

As social and educational reformer.
In the social sphere our poet has left the memory of a life devoted
ideal.

Education of the masses was his
to service and sacrifice.
the awakening of the masses at
in
faith
his
He proclaims

the commencement of the A. R. by announcing that he is composing the work for the ‘ un-enlightened’,!” and he asks the
ened to forgive his intrusion in a field which according to
is not entitled to enter.
Through this cryptic reference
light that bares open the social conditions which he tries to

enlightthem, he
flashes a
improve.

In ancient Kerala instruction in warfare and letters was given
in Kalaris.18
The teachers in them were generally Nayars.
The
system worked very well so long as that community controlled the
state and its various activities.
With the rise of the priestly class, favoured by the conditions outlined in Chapter II, Sanskrit culture
encroached on indigenous culture and mass education suffered a set

back.

No teacher without a knowledge of Sanskrit was considered

worthy of his calling, nor his position as a scholar was recognised.
Facilities for learning that language were not within the reach of
the average man, as Brahman teachers of Sanskrit were available
only to the gentry and others who had access to them socially.
The political vicissitudes of the country compelled Nayars to concentrate their attention on military training at the expense of their _
mental equipment, and a general intellectual barrenness threatened
to overtake the people at large. It was from this cultural calamity
that EZuttaccan saved his countrymen, particularly the major portion of the Nayars and the masses. Being a Yogi himself, his needs

were few, and he was prepared to impart knowledge to his fellowmen free. His personality attracted people from far and near;

16.

Heart

17.

Bodha

of India; p.

and

106.

hinanmarkkariyamvannam

collitunnén.

feniowad lmrcansadlmooaigne @aigflsemad.”
18.

ing.

Later

on

they

became

mere

gymnasiums

or

centres

of military

train-
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soon his residence, which had already been made a temple
of learn-

ing by his elder brother, was converted into a hermita
ge. His mission
was, as in,the literary field, to develop the pioneer
work done by
his brother to perfection with the force of his persona
lity and.

genius.

the

Even in these modern days, when schools have replaced

traditional

method 9

institutions

of public

instruction,

the

“ Ezuttaccan

which stands for all-round thoroughness, has not lost

its reputation.

His interest in military training.

From our survey of the epics we have seen that Ezuttaccan was

not for eliminating military training from his scheme of education.
He never wanted Nayars to lose their martial valour. By his deseription of fights he kept their traditional interest in warfare alive.
But he always warned them to be fair in their fighting and thereby
raised its moral tone. Foul play in battle aroused his indignation.
When Bhima dealt a blow on the thigh of Duryédhana Ezuttaccan
unconsciously cries “ Ayy6! Kastam” (alas! what a pity!) Everything else in Bhima he was ready to forgive, but not this treachery.

He always presented fairness as an ideal for a soldier.

He had the

greatest admiration-for the heroes who died fighting for the prinHis descriptions often presented the vanciples they held dear.
than the victors. He always gave them an
light
better
a
in
. quished
opportunity to state their case in heroic form before they began the
At the same time, he had the vision of a prophet to
actual combat.
impact of events was too strong for the political .
the
realise that
So he
power of his countrymen to survive, as it was decaying.
concentrated on their cultural uplift.
The political integrity of Malabar received its first shock from
It steadily decthe Portuguese when it was beginning to crumble.

lined in the period that followed, till the final blow. came from
Mysore in the 18th century. Travancore, as it was far from the

tribulations that affected the Northern part of Kerala, managed to
“preserve it longer owing to the genius of the great ruler Martand his equally great Minister Raja Késavadasa.
tandavarma

Its meteoric outburst in the North of Kérala through its worthy
century
champion Kéttayatt Raja in the beginning of the 19th

showed its inherent vitality. By this time however, it was shattered
for ever.
to pieces, and the chance of its rehabilitation vanished

also
In the confusion that was inevitable in such a crisis its culture
2

19. Ezuttaccan
are recited.

Mattu.

This

applies

also

to the

way

in which

his epics
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* Matriarchy in Malabar.
Matriarchy in Malabar is called Marumakkattayam.
It is a
compound word composed of two parts—Marumakan—nephew,
and Tayam—system of inheritance.
According to this system a
man’s nephew is his legal heir and not his son.
It is prevalent
universally among Nayars and a section of Nambudiris, Izuvas and
Moplahs of N. Malabar.
As in the Matriarchal society, the uncle
or Karnavan is the important member of the joint family, and is
responsible for the maintenance and welfare of the other members.
This does not mean that the father has no responsibility whatever
for children.
There
are
certain
ceremonies
like rice-giving,
marriage, and death-purification which the father should attend
and during which he should distribute presents and share general
Though women generally live in their own families,
expenses.
Taravads, as they are called, it is open to them to live with their
husbands by mutual agreement.
In such cases, the husbands
usually build a separate house for them.
. Marriage.

"+

Marriages are arranged by mutual consent, but can be dissolved at the will of either party, if the union does not turn out
There is no restriction about re-marriage and there
to be happy.
But
It is left to individual discretion or taste.
is no widowhood.
unless
again
marry
to
not
prefer
children
have
who
those
geherally
There is also the custom in
forced by pecuniary considerations.
the deceased husband look
of
relations
some places by which the
if she remains unmarried.
children
and
wife
the
of
needs
the
after

The freedom of divorce enjoyed by the women of the Marumakkattayam family is very often misunderstood by many writers
as a sign of looseness in the marriage tie. But they fail to realise
the fact that this freedom is very rarely abused and is conducive to
As F. Fawcett has rightly obharmonious domestic relationship.
served “Nowhere else is the marriage tie more jealously guarded
and its breaches more savagely avenged.”?
ச
es

:
p.

1. Nayars
228.

of

Malabar,

௪
Government

Madras
்

Bulletin,

Vol.

Ill,

No.

3,
்

APPENDIX VI
Kilippattu

°

or Parrot-song:—Its

Origin

Kilippattu or parrot-song is a very popular metre in Malayalam.

E¥Zuttaccan is believed to be its inventor but the view hardly bears scrutiny. No poet worth the name will think of using a new metre

for his poem with which no one is familiar. He will in all probability

choose one that is already popular and ensure public attention to
The fact that a well-known and much-respected poet
his work.
like EZuttaccan chose a particular metre for his literary composition is enough to give it a status carrying with it all the sanctity of
It is however, more reasonable to assume that the
an invention.
metre was given a new name Kilippattu, after he associated it with
kili (parrot) whom he asks in all his poems to narrate the story.

- The fact that Ezuttaccan was responsible for the new name in
course of time threw the original inventor into oblivion,—probably
there was no inventor, it might have
merging the two functions in himself.
pens in literature.

Various

reasons

are

advanced

developed as a folk-tune—
Such confusion often hap-

to

justify

the

method

of

EZuttaccan in which parrot is an inevitable factor.
One such is
that he is thereby forestalling the blessings of Saraswaty to whom
ihe makes an indirect appeal through the parrot which adorns the
lap of the Goddess of Learning. Another story is that the famous
Suka Maharsi the mythical boy-saint and the author of the Bhagavatam, is propitiated thereby as his name also begins with Suka
(parrot).
There is still another based on the sweet voice of the
parrot which is supposed to impart that sweetness to the literary
work which it is called upon to commence.
The arguments are
hardly convincing although it must be admitted that the last has
some poetic flavour about it, The first two prompt the question
why HEzuttaccan preferred a round-about way to a straight course.
Neither the Goddess of Learning nor for that matter, the boy-saint
will have any reason to complain if their blessings are directly
applied for. In fact Hindu Gods do not seem to get tired of their
devotees addressing them straight like Narayana and Krsna and
neither of them is the worse for it. The parrot, is no doubt, a pet
of the Hindu Home in which it is a visible medium between the
known and the unknown.
Its familiarity with the members of the

household with whom it can hold communion in their own tongue
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coupled with its capacity to fly in regions beyond human reach,
invest it with a mystic charm and render it an appropriate agency
to transmit mythological stories whose uncertainty constitutes their
peculiar attraction.
This aspect might have appealed
to the yogic

mind of Ezuttaccan.
Kilippattu

has

four

main

varieties.

should like to sound a note of warning.

In

this

connection

I

When dealing with Dravi-

dian prosody
scholars are apt to draw parallels between the
classical and the Dravidian systems of scanning or notation, without realising the fundamental difference between both.
In classieal languages syllables which compose metrical units have been
assigned artificial sound values which are not capable of expansion.
In Sanskrit, vrttams are determined according to the number of ganas or combination of syllables contained in the four lines
of a stanza. For instance, Indravajra must have three ganas: Ta,
Ta, Ja and two gurus (long-syllables).
They are fixed.
In Dravidian metres which are very often set to music and can be recited in

different tunes, syllables are made long or short according to the
For example:—a popular metre
requirements of the tune.!

like ‘ pattu’ or gdtha can be recited in four or five different tunes.
The ordinary tune is indicated thus :—

|

When

Gal

மம

௨।

லு]

| “1

rakkaya

|

meyyilpa

|

yayoru

|

punciri

|

tannité

2103) &
Candrika

momnoe

வி)

manes

ஐி௦
Indira

as follows :—

it is sung for Kaikottikkali it varies
3

௨.௨.

|

Indira
hes

—————

3

2

=

|

meyyilpa

|

punciri
ட

3

அ

yayoru
3

௮

வே

4am.

ஓவு

0.103) 20
Candrika

|

tannute

|

|

rakkaya
2

1.

A. R. Raja Raja Varma,

es

மூ

ajanilo)

mares

encsleo

Sar

3

eee

Vrttamanjari, p. 42,

le
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Six syllables which are pronounced as short in the former
have been lengthened for the sake of the tune in the latter.
This
principle applies to Malayalam metres like Thullalpattu, Vancipattu, etc., which can be sung in different tunes and their notation
differs when the tune changes.
This peculiarity explains why the
Dravidian metres have not lent themselves to systematisation as in

-

the very nature of the case it is not possible to frame rules for general application.
A few attempts made in recent times seem to
ignore this fundamental fact and give the reader a wrong impression
about the general principles of prosody in these languages.
The main varieties of Kilippaéttu are briefly noticed below.
The most popular one is Kéka.
The following example will give
an idea of its structure.
்

@leoa

௬௦௦௦

Sri Rama

as)

| namam

aim ௨௨௨

ஜிஜி

og team

| pati | vanna pain | kili | ppenné
=24 syllables
(méatras)

This line consists of six feet and 24 syllables with a caesura—
pause after the
magnitude. E.g.

3rd

foot.

The

second

line

also

is

of

the

same
்

loom

வனி

Sri Rama

Boa)

வஹி

26)

௦௦

| cari | tam ni | collitu | mati
=24

| yata

syllables

(matras)

Another variety is Kakcali? in which one line consists of three
feet having five &yllables each with a pause after the 2nd foot.
Se

-

0090\a
Sarika

se

=

உவை
| ppaitalé

|

ane ipoe

௮௦௯
carusile

வேவடுி
|
அதாம்

=20 syllables

3௦0602
Karoma

வேஆட௦
|

Jékatha

0௦௨௭0௦
|

6.040

Séesavum

|

மல

(matras)

Alas)

colluni.

=20 syllables

(matras)

Kalakanci is the third variety.
In this couplet two lines are
not of the same length and syllabic value.
If the two or three feet
c

6

2,

்

This is capable of considerable expansion; the next metre and gatha are

supposed to have been evolved out of it,

.
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of Kakali are each converted into five. laghus
get the first line of Kalakanci.

of Kakali.

லவ

லைம

Suravaraja

|

colengail

Sutanumatha

ஸிவ

2002

Suksiccu

|

|

|

ஸர

62000௦

rinfitti

|

ravanum

= 20 syllables

. Other

varieties of Kdkali

mentally alter the structure

we

ninnuvi
| sannanay=20 syllables (matras)

dlaomls)

mayama

(short ர.

The second line is the same as that

are minor

(matras)

ones and do not funda-

of the metre.

The last is Annanata which consists of six feet in a line each
composed of two syllables, one long (generally the second) and the
other short.
Annanata literally means the gait of the swan and

has all the majesty associated with that bird.

ஊற

6

ado

ஸிவ

Hara | Hara | Hara
:

ஸிவ

ஸிவ

வட்

ம்

மாரு

வ

| Siva | Siva |, Siva

:

SS

Sa

வு

௨6

ane

20

= 18 matras
ட

off

Pura | hara | mura

|. hara | nata | pada

= 18 matras

feature of all these varieties of Kilippattu is that

One common

they are all couplets with the second letter of both the lines
rhyming each other. In the case of Kalakanci, the initial letter must

serve this purpose. In Kéka, both the initial and the second letters
The second letter-rhyme is called Dvitiyaksarasometimes rhyme.
prasa in modern Malayalam, which, by the way, is a common feature
of all Dravidian couplets, such as Dvipadi! or Dvipada in Telugu

1.
Two

A Dvipada
kinds

of

verse is made

ganas

are

used

up of two
in

Telugu

lines as the name
metres;

the

aksara ganas; the former being mostly utilised for
while the latter Vrttas borrowed from Sanskrit..
the

indigenous

metres

along

with

Stsa,

Gita,

Akkara,

Matra

itself indicates.
ganas

and

the

the iadigenous metres,
Dvipada comes under
ete.

Each

of

the

two
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In other languages they
and Kanarese and ‘Trati edukei? in Tamil.
Only in
are of a uniform type like the Blank verse in English.
Malayalam the varieties noticed above have been developed.
Ever since Ezuttaccan raised Kilippdttu to the literary level
For nearly a century after him
its votaries have been numerous.
almost all the notable works in Malayalam were written in that ~
metre.
Even Kuncan Nambiar (150 years after) who was fond of
Tullal thought it worthwhile to write his Nalacaritam in Kilippattu .
metre, although for his own satisfaction he used the same theme
for a tullal composition also. Till the rise of the neo-classical school
towards the end of the last century, Kilippattu was supreme in
Malayalam literature.
The neo-classicism showed a preference to
Sanskrit metres.
It had but a brief existence after which it yielded to the impact of national consciousness which induced a return
to the indigenous metres a generation ago.
In the new dispensation Pattu (Gatha) being easier of the two
is having a better deal than Kilippadttw which however is having
due recognition,

lines

is

made

up

of

three

Indra

ganas

and

one

Strya

gana,

the

yati

or.

caesura-pause falling on the first syllable of the third gana of each line.
‘These two lines of a Dvipada are bound up with what is called Prasa, ie.,
the second letters of these two lines must be the same or correspond with
each other.
This couplet with such a yati and prasa is called a Dvipada.
In a work any number of such couplets may be composed one after the
other, sometimes also one running into the other.
Such a work is called a
Dvipada Kavya as distinguished from a Prabandha or Campu Kavya which
is generally

and then.

made

If Prdsa

up

of

Vrttas

is dispensed

with

passages

(Note
2.

Irati.—‘Metre

or couplets

which

of Kural-venbas

are sometimes

of

prose

coming

with it is called Manjari
by

K.

Ramakrishnayya,

furnishes

composed

between

the

of seven

now

Dvipada.

best

M.A.)

examples

cir each

consisting

of Irati
of two

or three syllables of which the last cir must be asaiccir. Hach word is one foot.
This is the general rule; but words closely connected as in apposition, may be
taken together as one foot.
Thus the first couplet consists of seven feet,
each a single work except எழு தெ Sword
(Ezuttellam) which
is two
words

apposition.

(mreer)
syllable,

two

In

Tyareir

the

Kuwural

these

(@uimEr),

syllable$ and

three

cir

Vencir

syllables

are

of

three

Garaxr€r

kinds.

They

consist

Aéaiccir

of one

respectively.”

“Rhyme in Tamil is in the beginning of the line and is strictly the identity of the second letter, the first being of the same metrical quantity.”
(Dr,

Pope’s Introduction

to Kural, pp.

xxvi-vii.)
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following

is the story

about

Kali

current

in Malabar 1

“ Kali, according to Kérala legends, is the daughter of Siva and
not his consort as believed in other parts of India. Once the Deva-

Only two

sura war ended in the total extinction of the Asura race.

women of the line Danavati and Darumati managed to hide themThey invoked Brahma by
_selves and survive the great calamity.
As a
penance, and requested him to bless them with progeny.

result of the boon Dénavati gave birth to Danava

and Darumati

The latter secured numerous boons from
brought forth Daruka.
Brahma so that he could not be killed by God or man or during
As he did not ask for immunity from women, Pitanight or day.
maha cursed him to meet his end at the hands of a woman, at

sandhya (evening) which is neither day or night. He grew to be
a formidable menace to the Devas whose women were forced to be
to

servant-maids

his

Narada,.

waylaid

Once he

Manodari.

wife

who divided his time between the presiding deities of the holy
abodes by singing their praise, and asked him to sing his’ glory
of

instead

Daruka’s

of

that

presence,

Visnu.

and

Siva

made

towards

Nérada,

Kailaisa,

and

leaving

after

to

reported

his

Since
patron deity the insult offered to both of them by Déruka.
the Asura king had not solicited immunity from women, the Gods

Visnu, Siva, Brahma,

Subrahmanya,

created out of their immanence?

powers

Dharmaraja

and Indra, each
immense

a goddess and conferred

on ‘the Mothers’ to challenge Daruka

On

and kill him.

their way they were joined by Vétalam, the huge ghost whose thrist
With a big army they raided
for blood was never quenched.

Daruka’s palace, with the result that the Aswra king became furious and drove them

Siva’s rage at this unexpected

away.

turn

of

events knew no bounds; and there rushed forth, immediately from
his

eye

of fire,

a prodigious

figure

of

a woman

who

was

called

after her colour Kali—or ‘the Dark Goddess.’ The situation was
explained to her, and she with an enormous force advanced towards

Daruka’s

1. Dr. C.
Volume 1936,
2. They
Indrani after

territory.

A terrible fight ensued,

and

even Kali

A. Menon, Dr. S. Krishnaswami
டட
Commemoration
pp. 237-38.
are called Vaisnavi, Mahéswari, Brahmi,
ட
*Varahi and
their progenitors.

.

APPENDIX VIII.
A

Note

on Bhagavatam

and

its Authorship.

General Remarks.
Two palm leaf manuscripts of the above work! recently
examined, raise the question of its authorship and eall for a re-

examination

of the issue.

only nine chapters,

Nambudirippad.
the Malayalam
ters.
Already

The

manuscripts

in question,

and the tenth is the Dagamam

This fact is significant.

The current edition of

Bhagavatam contains twelve skandhams
there is difference
of
opinion
among

whether

the whole

authors.

From

work

is by

the point

one author

of view

contain

by Purayannur

or by

of pure

two

literary

or chapscholars

different

merit

it is

unquestionably inferior to the other works of Ezuttaccan, viz.,
Ramayanam and Mahabharatam.
But that by itself is no argument tc question the theory assigning it to Hzuttaccan.
There
are evidences? of imperfect understanding of the original and in-

capacity to render it in proper Malayalam.

nam

and

already
in his

Mahabhdratam

been

shown,

method

and

are

free

our poet
very

from

Ezuttaccan’s Raméya-

these

often adopts

often

interferes

with

defects.

As

has

an independent

line

the

original.

But

in all such cases he either improves the original or substitutes a
“better idea. This is hardly the case in respect of Bhigavatam in
which there are obvious errors of commission and omission.

1.

They

2.

A

are

few

in the Oriental

are noted

Manuscripts

(Madras).

below :—

(a) “a@efe ameommanjowjos”

(8௨௦)
:

9. ஜூ. 5, ஜூ. 90:

(15) 4௨20௨ ஒவி௦

Library

@eiacciom aciaveaw
ONG) 2150

கி௮812 comp'ajecogooaflaa i)” (qaic) og. ay. 6ggo- 13.

PHAN] OLOO OM 2109

94 0)24)S)@amoejo

MADAMA GDISANIE!

GAlIAGMBEBAMEalvaal.

(6) ஃஸ்௦ம,

ஸ0௦93௮_10) 8)௦2ல06௦

22329௮௨152
E.—24

(OvORa)

60:40. ஷ.ஜ. 888,

.
80. &). og. ay. 394.

௦௫௮1௫); ஸூலஸிிமனைவிலு
சி

(meno)
வவர

182

:

Arguments

EZUTTACCAN AND

AIS

AGE

about the authorship.

The work as it is, falls into two parts; the first consisting of
chapters one to ten (exclusive), and the second comprising the

last three

skandhas.

A

comparison

of

the two

establishes

the

superiority of the first in point of literary excellence.
In the
second part, mistakes and incorrect renderings are far in excess
of those found in’ the first.
In the tenth chapter there is an invocation to the God Vighneswara as if it is the beginning of a
new work.
It lends itself to the suggestion that from the 10th
chapter onwards it is by a different author.
If it is a continuation
by the same author, there is no need for an invocation of that
kind.
Besides, we find two or three subsequent attempts to render the remaining chapters (10 to 12) of the Purana by different
authors.
The earliest seems to be by Purayanniir Nambidirippad
(18th century A.D.).
If there had been already
a complete
Malayalam
Bhagavatam
at this time
by the author
of the
Adhydtma Ramayanam and Mahdbharatam, it is doubtful whether
Purayannir Nambudirippad would have attempted a translation
of the 10th chapter.
It is clear from his silence regarding the ~
previous chapters that there was already a Bhadgavatam with nine
chapters.
A later attempt is by Pumnagséri Nambi who rendered
the Ekadasam into Malayalam’
In the Introductory portion of
Nambi’s work, he mentions that a “Raémaddsan” ‘had already composed the Bhagavatam in Malayalam up to the tenth chapter.
His
reference to “ Raémadasa” is somewhat puzzling.
In “ Brahmandapuranam”
.and
“ Adhyadtma
Ramayanam”—Hzuttaccan
refers
to himself as “Rama-Sisya” and “Rama’s brother”.
The substitution of “ Dasa” for “Sisya” raises the question of identity
in ~
anew form.
‘Two alternative interpretations are possible.
Hither
identical persons are indicated by the two expressions or they refer
-

to two

distinct

individuals.

According

to

the

common

usage

‘Dasa’ need not exclude ‘Sisya’.
It is also probable that it is
used as a caste appellation as Sadras are very often referred
to as
_ “Dasas”.*
In that case it might refer to Rama himself, EZuttacean’s elder brother.
But Dasa sometimes means a devotee who
can also be a disciple.
If it is taken to imply disciple it need
not necessarily refer to EZuttaccan as it is clear on the testimony.
ந

3.
who

The
may

of poetry.
4. As
Vaisyas.

latest attémpt

be regafded

is by Ezuvattu

as the

modern

Nanu

representative

Kutty
of the

Menon

(1825

A.D.)

Ezuttaccan’s

school

It does not afford any clue in the matter under discussion.
‘Sarma’ for Brahmans, ‘Varma’ for Ksatriyas, and ‘Gupta’
;
5

for
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A
Abhimanyu, son
151, 162.
Acyuta Pisaroti,

of Arjuna,
a famous

133, 150,
astrologer

end teacher of Méppattar Bhattatiri,

Acaryas,

Acaryavagabhédya, literally the word

of Acarya is unbreakable, 61.
Adhyatma (esoteric) knowledge of the
Supreme Soul, 106. .
Adhyatma Ramayana (Mal), . 23, 35,

36, 37, 45, 50, 55, 60, 61; 65; Chap. IIT.

73-126, 127, 135, 138, 153, 162.
Adhyatma Ramayana (original), 102.
Adhamam, 167.
Adiccanallar (in Tinnevelly District,
South India), 81.
2
Adi, beginning, 132.
Adi Kavi, the first poet (Valmiki), 95,

117

first

Adityahrdaya hymn

canto

in Bhara-

(in praise of Sun

God), 125.
Aditya Varman, 17, 18.
Adwaita, the doctrine of non-duality,
163,

164.

Adwaitopakhyanam, 163.
Afghanistan, 7.
:
Agastya, the great South Indian Saint
and grammarian, 82, 83, 125.
Agattiyam, the grammar composed by
Agastya, 83.
Agatty (on the Malabar coast), 82.
Agraharam

(Brahmin

village),

57.

Ahalya, the wife of Gautama (Saint),
-. 116)
(First Sanskrit work on
Aindram
grammar)

82.

Air (God Vayu), 74.
Aitaréya Brahmana, 66.

Aivarnatakam,

a drama on the story

of Pandavas, 8.
Ajfatavasa, Life in disguise, 144.
Akatti (a kind of tree)- 82.
Aksa
(Ravana’s
son,
younger
Indrajit),

121.

Alécanamrta, Anything
sweeter in the course
110.

Alwars,
71.

Vaisnava

E.—25.

Saints

pages).

Amakkavu, A place near Chowghat
(S. Malabar), 47.
Ambadi, the place where Krsna was

brought up, literally, village of the
cowherds,

39.

Ampalappuza,
_ core,

great teachers, 55.

Adiparva (the
tam), 80.

to

a place

46, 50, 103,

in N. Travan-

105.

Ananda Ramayana, 99.
Andhras, 80.
Angada (Bali’s son), 94.
Angiras (one of the seven sages), 74.
Anu Gita, A secondary Gita, 134,
Ankam fight, A dual—fight popular in
Ancient Malabar, 29, 150.
Antaka (God of death), 110.

Apauruséya

(divine), not

done

by

Purusa (man), 128.
Arabia, 67.
Arabian Sea, 67.
Arabic, 3, 67.
Arab merchants, 67, 70.
Aranyam (a parva or canto in Bharatam),

128,

134.

Archaeological

Department,

88.

Arjuna, 27, 43, 45, 86, 183, 135, 140;
142; 143; 144; 145; 146; 148; 150-1.

Arodmal Cévakar, the great Izava hero
of N. Malabar well-known ‘in ballads, 29.
Arrukkéyattangal, 67.
Arthalankara, Figure of speech based
on meaning, 168.
Arthasastra, An ancient treatise on
Economics and Administration, 16,
93)
Arya-alphabet, 58.
Arya Bhatiyam, A treatise on Astrology, 63.
3
Arya-languages, 2.
Aryan, 2-3, 78, 81 to 88, 98, 118.
Aryan invasion of South India, 77, 78,
79, 82 to 88.
_Aryan—Pre and non-Aryan culture,
79.

to

that grows
of thinking,
of S. India,

Asaucam, 25.
Asoka (edicts of),
Astangahrdayam,
Astikam (a parva
tam), 128, 130,

80, 82.
46, 157.
or canto in Bhara139.

Asura, 102, 115,119.

Agwatthama, 1374440.
Atri (one of the seven
சீ

®

sages), 74.
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Attam, 87.
Augustus Caesar,
Ayodhya, 76, 93, on ப
Ayurarogya Saukhyam,
Ayyanar (Sasta), 85.

AND

HIS AGE

Brahman, 154.
Brahma’s darbar, 122.
Brahman, 87, 103, 104, 120.

125.
61.

Brahmin,

35, 46, 50,

Brahmanda

52,

Purana,

53, 57, 58; 59:

50,

56, 102,

103,

153.

Ayyappan, 11.
Ayyi Pilliasan, 14.
Azuvanceéri, 157, 158.

Brahmarsi, 38.
Brahmastra, 84, 140.
Brhadaswa, 134.
British Malabar, 30.
Buddhist, 77, 87.

Azuvanceri Tamprakkal, 50, 154.

6
Babylonia, 81.
Badarayana (from Badaram), 82.
Bade
(a chapter in Ramayana),
Bathe

Vanara

king

of Kiskindha,

84, 91 to.97, 115, 116.
Ballads, 10, 11, 29, 42.

17, 19, 20, 23, 27; 28; 29.

Ballads of North Malabar, 10, 11.
Bee
80.
Bantas, 7.
னன் 59, 103.
Bengal, 78.
Bepur (near Calicut in Malabar),
Bhadrakali, 11.
Bhagadatta, 45, 150.
எத

oe

33,

Caitanya, The great religious reformer of Bengal, 71.
Cakkala Nayar, 49, 104.
Cakkiyar, (Cakkayan in Tamil), 12,

34,

75,

128;

Cakkyarkuttu,
the performance
by
Cakkyar, 19, 20, 28, 29.
Calicut, 21, 46, 67.
Campu-Bhasa Naisadha, 13, 24, 25, 27,
33,

81.
139;

105,

Candu,

auc
Veda Vyasa, 128.
’ Bhagavatam, 27, 37, 58, 59, 157.
Bhagavata purana, 38, 60
Bhagiratha’s-Gangavatarana, ரர்,
Bhakta, 145.
Bhaktamala, 162.
Bhakti, Doctrine and cult of Bhakti,
50, 64, 65, 71, 72, 86, 124, 125, 141,
147, 162,
Bharata, 89,
130; 131,

90,

93,

112,

124,

125,

129;

Bharata (Battle), 102.
Bharatam, 37, 53, 79, 80, 110, 116, 126;

127, 128, 129, 138, 135, 136, 137, 138,
139,

142, 147,

151,

152.

Bharata Campu, 27.
Bharata Gatha, 42.
Bharata Literature, 152,
Bharatamala,

33.

Bhasa Samskrtayogam, 167.
Bhaskara Ravi Varma Perumal, 5, 16.
ee, (Meéppattur Narayana), 103,
Bhavabhiuti, 99.
Bhavisyatpurana,
Bhima,

ட்ட
fakin

102,

146,

193, 137,
a_

165.

139; 120, 146, 150, 151;

canto

in
i
3

76,

A Nayar

hero, 29.

Candu Menon, the famous novelist in Malayalam, 172.
:
Candunni, A Caver hero, 29.
Cannanore, 70.
Catholic Church, 69.
Cavers, people sworn to death, 68.
Caver Panikkars,2
Caveér Songs, 11, 69.
Ceéras,

67, 169.

Céra Kingdom, 8.
Céraman Perumal, 65.
Cerukala, 50.
Cerusséri, 13, 30, 38, 39, 40, 41; 42; 43;
44,

71,

161,

166.

Ceylon, 102.
i
Chandragupta, 82.
Chengannur, 24.
Chitaldrug Dist. (Mysore State),
Chitttr Tekké Gramam, 59.
Chowghat, 50.
Christians, 59, 67.
Cidambaram, 87.
Citraktta, 82.

- Cittur, 8; 47, 50, 57, 59.

103.
151,

bharata, 142, 150.

Bhoja Campu
-Bombay, 78.
Brahma, 38, 75,

112.

Campu Ramayana, 13, 23, 27, 28.
Campu-manipravala, 12, 13.
Camravattam, a place in S. Malabar,
near Ponani, 50.

the

Maha-

Cochin
Cochin
59,

Maharaja, 57.
(State), 24, 25, 47, 50, 51, 57,

62,

68,

Coimbatore,
Colas,

81

172.

81.

67, 80.

Cola Bhasa, 167.
Comorin

(Cape),

Coziath House, 47.
Cranganore, 5, 8,

5,

78.
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Daitya, 102.
Daksa, 37, 433.

Feringhi

Damayanti, 29, 26, 123.
Damayanti Swayamvaram,
Danava, 102.
Dance (art of), 87.

27.

Folk

108,

118,

ie

Dévi Stétram, 156.

்

Songs,

11.

Dhanu,.40, 48.
Dharma, a 110, 115, 122.
Dharmaputra 148,
Dhrtarastra, 137, 140, 146.
‘Dikshitar, V.R. ie 169.
Draupadi, 80, 135, 136, 140, 142, 146,
amos
Dravida, 2.
Dravidian, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 15, 49, 75, 80,
81, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 105,

167,

Dravidian Script, 104-105.
Drona, 140, Be
Dundubhi, 96.
Duryodhana, 134, 140, 146, 165.
DuSsasana, 136, 146, 150.
Dusserah (Season), 48.
Dvitiyaksaraprasam, 35.
Dwaipayana, 128.
Dwaraka, 43.

Ganapati

English,

European

70.

85.

104.
150.

of Bhagiratha,

77.

104.

German, 3.
Germany, 96.
Ghatotkaca (Son of Bhimaséna
Hidimbi), 102.
Gita, 32, 20. 128, 134, 138, 139,

and
142,

143, 144, 145, 164,
Gita Govindam, 39.
Gods, 49, 90, 119, 120.

Godavari, 102.
Goddess of Learning,
Gokarnam, 104, 154.
Gopalan, 51.

75.

Gopis, 44.

Govinda Ménon—Kattayattu,
Greek, 81, 82.
Grhya ritual, 78.
Guha, 125.
Gunas,

61.

168.

Gunabandha
Gunas), 109.
Guru, 54, 55.

(the

Guru- Matham

(at

blending
Chitune

ol ; 55, 59, 61, 63.
Gurumatham pamphlet
Gurunathan,

No.

of

47,

48-

1. 60, 63.

59.

Guruparampara,
Gurus, 51, 55.
Guruvayur, 47,

the

Geneology

of
த

64, 71,

137.

H
Hamilton,6
Hanuman, 65, 76, 84, 94, 95, 121, 122,
124, 125, 135.
’80,

Hastinapura,

81.

137.

Heart of India, 71, 164.

3.

96.

Scholars,

42.

Harikatha Kalaksépam, 19.
Harinamakirttanam, 62, 63, 156, 158.
Hariscandra, 141.

Epic in Malayalam, 132.
Epigraphia Indica, 80.
Ernad, 22.
Etuka, A kind of rhyme 4.
Europe,

11,

(Pillaiyar),

Gandharva, 45,
Gandhari, 140,

Harappa,

Ekadasam, 60.
Elaine Sanceau,
“Embrans, 7.

10,

ட்ட

2
in

Gatha, 41, 42.
Gayatri, 24,

38.

பு

3.

Gangavatarana

Dési, ae
Désika,8
Destiny, 139, 140, 141, 162.
Dégyabhédas, 87.
Devas, 101; Dévas (army of), 85.
Devaguru, 51.
Dévanarayanan, 158.
Dévasura, 139.
Dévayani, 148, 149.
Dévimahatmyam, 45, 155.
ட

ன டல

G

Dasaratha,
38, 89, 91, 101,
1009) 120) Daga = ten, 118.

Desamam,

Songs,

French,

Dandakaranya, 91.”
Dante, 160.
Daruka, 15; 156.
Darukavadham, 11, 14, 15.
Dagaratha ‘Jataka,
December, 48.
Dekhan, 79.

(a

word for ‘Franks’),
_ Fire (Fire God, Agni),
- Folk-lore, 15, 43,

57, 79.

Hidimba,
Hidimbi,

102.

102.

Hindi, 106
$
Hindu, 58, 59, 67, 63, 75; 123;
zation
Gods

76;

88;
and

Culture,
roes,

Religion?

சி

85;

88;
78;

Society,

Civili-

Gods, 76;
Pantheon,

103.
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Hinduism, 162.
Hindustani, 22.
- Himalayas in Indian Art, 87.
History of Kerala, 25, 66.
History of Malayalam Language
Literature,

24.

History of Malayalam
61, 153.
Homer, 160.
Hymn, 126

Literature,

40,

and
41,

Kaivalyanavanitam,

82,

102,

44,

88, 119.

டவல்

79,

118;

160;

81,

82,

5.

96.

டக்

நறு ஒர
80, 83.

(History

டடம. 9,
_ India), 81.

5.

Izava,

172.

29,

171,

Sesha

of

the

(Dravidian

Jacobi (Prof.), History. of Sanskrit
Literature, 75,7
Janaka, 23, 37, 38, "a, 108, 161.

- Jain, 87.

Jaina version
Jamadagni,
Janasthana,
Jaya, 129.

Jayadratha,

Jatayu, 91.
Java, 83.
Jaya Déva,

Jayam

16, 19.
124.

17, 43, 124.

8.

Kamsa Vadham,
Kanara, South, i 8, ட் 104.
Kanaka Sabhai, ve Ae 169.
Kanarese, 3, 6, 7,
, 10, 83, 87,

102,

167.

Kanarese Literature (History of), by
Rice, 102.
Kanda, 102, 103, 125.
Kannada, 119.
Kannassan, 13; 30, 35, 36, 31, 40, 41,
42,

71,

105,

106,

155, 161, 166.

Kannasia Bharatam, Bie
820079582௨ Gita, 31; 32, 33, 34.
Kannaégsan family, 3
Kannassa Panikkars, 31.
Kannassan

Parambu,

30.

Kannassan Pattus, 30, 31, 35, 41.
eae
Ramayanam, 13, 30, 33, 35,
J

Janaméjaya, 129,

15.

temples,

Kama Déva, 113.
Kambar, 106, 118,

Kamsa,

70.

Iyengar,
C.R.S.
(Translation
of
Valmiki Ramayana), 102, 109, 110.
ry

63.

Kamba Ramayanam, 16.
Kambaramayana Caritam,

Indira,
40:
Indra, 74, 75, 100, 101, 121, 133, 162.
Indrajalam, 83.
Indrajit, 84, 85, 101, 121.
Indus Civilization, 81, 87.
Inheritance, 172.
Introduction to Hindu Scripture, 143.
Travikkuttippillaipporppattu, 8.
iswara, 162.
Italy,

114.

Kaladi, 45.
Kaladipam, 25.
Kalari, 40, 164.
Kalarivadukkal Bhagavati, 40.
Kall Chronogram, 61; 63.
Kali (Goddess), 14, 15, 81, 156.
Kalidasa, 1, 17.

Indian Art and Letters,
Indian Culture, 79.
Indies

Kabandha, 102, 123.
Kadattanad, 42.
Kaikéyi, ரர், 89, 90, 110, 112,
Kaikottikkalippattus, 42.
Kailasa, 76, 100.

Kali
81,

9, 10,

83, 85, 86, 87,

AGE

Kalinatakam,

73, 80,

India South,

HIS

K

Ikswaku, 93.
Tlankovatikal, 8.
Tllom, 24.
India,

AND

131, 133,

of Ramayana,
154.

13%:

102, 115.

Kannasgan School, 35.
Karma, 162.
Karunakaran, 51, 55.
Karunésan, 31; 33, 34.
Karur, 88.

Karna, 137, 146, 145, 150.

Karttaviryarjuna,

Kathakali,

Kasargode,

Katattanad
Kauravas,
6, 11

97, 98.

Kausalya,

162.

one
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